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Abstract 

 

This thesis work comprises a study of the segregation of powder mixtures in silos with partic-

ular reference to dry mineral-based construction materials. In industrial production of dry 

mineral-based construction materials, short term storage of final products in silos constitutes 

the most critical stage with respect to segregation. Segregation manifests itself as an increase 

of the fine particle concentration to unacceptable levels when the silo is completely emptied, 

which leads to tedious and costly re-processing of the final goods. During normal production 

conditions, the final products are often subjected to considerable free fall distances at silo fill-

ing and this was suspected to be one reason for the observed segregation. 

 

Experimental work was performed in silos of different size with commercial (dry mineral-

based) construction materials as well as other powder mixtures that resemble these in compo-

sition and behavior. The segregation patterns of commercial products in large (20 m3 and 

70 m3) silos were reproduced with two- and three-component powder mixtures in a silo of 

much smaller (0.5 m3) size. Furthermore, the segregation mechanisms causing the fine parti-

cle concentration to increase at complete emptying of silos were identified as embedding, 

fluidization and air current effects. These occur as a result of silo filling with free fall and lead 

to accumulation of fine particles away from the filling point. For centrally filled silos fines 

will therefore collect at the silo walls. The magnitude of this segregation was shown to de-

pend on several factors: mass fraction of fine particles, particle size ratio or width of size dis-

tribution, and particle solid densities for the bulk solid as well as the free fall distance, silo 

diameter and silo inlet size. On the basis of the experimental results, a regression model was 

developed for quantifying the magnitude of segregation at silo filling. 

 

It was also shown that segregation at complete emptying of silos is mainly determined by the 

segregation induced during filling, whereas the discharge flow pattern (mass flow or funnel 

flow) has minor - or negligible - effect. The size distribution at the end of complete emptying 

is mainly determined by the material distribution obtained at the levels of fill that discharge 

last. No further segregation, for example as a result of sifting, was found to occur during dis-

charge even in the case of funnel flow. 

 

The experimental findings were utilized to explain segregation data collected for a production 

plant, which showed considerable differences in the magnitude of segregation between sever-
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al commercial products and strong variations in segregation for each product. Possible reme-

dies for suppressing the detrimental effects of segregation are also discussed as well the pos-

sibilities for mathematical modeling of the flow of particulate solid assemblies. 

 

The results of this thesis work contribute to the understanding of embedding, fluidization and 

air current segregation and highlight the parameters affecting these phenomena. The conclu-

sions of this work should be of immediate interest to producers of dry mineral-based construc-

tion materials and to other industries involved in the handling of similar bulk solids. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

I denna avhandling har segregering av olika pulverblandningar och speciellt torra mineralba-

serade byggmaterial i siloer studerats. Korttidslagring av slutprodukter i siloer utgör den mest 

kritiska enhetsoperationen med tanke på segregering vid industriell produktion av dylika 

byggmaterial. Segregering leder till en oacceptabel ökning av massandelen finmaterial i slut-

ändan av fullständig tömning ur siloer, vilket förorsakar arbetsam och dyr bearbetning av 

slutprodukterna. Under normala produktionsförhållanden utsätts materialen för anmärknings-

värda sträckor av fritt fall vid påfyllning av produktsiloer och i början av denna avhandling 

ansågs detta vara en möjlig orsak till den segregering som observeras. 

 

Experimentellt arbete utfördes i siloer av olika storlek med kommersiella (mineralbaserade) 

byggmaterial samt med pulverblandningar som efterliknar dessa i avseende på sammansätt-

ning och beteende. Man fann att segregeringsmönstren för de stora (20 m3 och 70 m3) siloerna 

kunde reproduceras i mycket mindre skala (0.5 m3) med blandningar bestående av två och tre 

olika råmaterial. Dessutom klargjordes att inbäddning (”embedding”), fluidisering och luft-

strömssegregering är de väsentligaste segregeringsmekanismerna vid industriell produktion av 

byggmaterial. Dessa segregeringstyper sker vid påfyllning av produktsiloer med fritt fall och 

leder till ackumulering av finmaterial längre bort från påfyllningspunkten, exempelvis vid 

siloväggarna då påfyllningen sker centralt. Magnituden av segregeringen påvisades bero av 

flera faktorer såsom massandelen finmaterial, partikelstorleksfördelning och partikeldensitet 

samt det fria fallets längd, silodiametern och storleken av siloinloppet. En regressionsmodell 

för kvantifiering av segregering vid silopåfyllning utvecklades på basis av de experimentella 

resultaten. 

 

Därtill påvisades att den segregering som erhålls i slutet av fullständig silotömning huvudsak-

ligen bestäms av den under påfyllning inducerade segregeringen medan tömningsmönstret 

(massa- eller trattströmning) har en mycket liten eller nästan obetydlig inverkan. Partikelstor-

leksfördelningen för de sista delarna av utflödet bestäms huvudsakligen av materialfördel-

ningen vid de höjdnivåer från vilka material flödar ut sist. Detta innebär att knappast någon 

ytterligare segregering, exempelvis på grund av siktning, sker under tömningsfasen oavsett 

tömningsmönstret. 
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Erfarenheterna från det experimentella arbetet utnyttjades för att förklara segregeringsdata för 

en produktionsanläggning. Dessa data innehöll kraftiga variationer för enskilda produkter och 

stora skillnader mellan olika produkter. 

 

Slutligen har möjliga åtgärder för minskning av pulversegregering i siloer samt tillämpning av 

numeriska metoder för simulering av partikelflöden med hjälp av datorer behandlats. 

 

Resultaten av denna avhandling ökar den kvalitativa förståelsen för segregering som induce-

ras av inbäddning (”embedding”), fluidisering och luftströmning, och klargör de parametrar 

som är betydelsefulla för dessa mekanismer. Detta arbetes konklusioner uppskattas vara av 

värde för producenter av torra mineralbaserade byggmaterial samt inom andra industrier där 

liknande pulverformiga material behandlas. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Particles are abundantly present in our everyday lives and can be found in a variety of differ-

ent forms and surroundings, such as dispersed in the atmosphere as dust, stored in jars, cups 

and bags in our kitchens, laid out on the ground outdoors, and submerged in rivers and 

oceans. Assemblies of particles are called particulate or bulk solids and there are many com-

mercial examples of these: foodstuffs, detergents, pharmaceuticals, pigments, fertilizers, min-

erals, coal, animal food products, etc. The constituents of bulk solids therefore vary from 

large lumps of minerals or rock with sizes measured in meters to tiny ultrafine particles of 

nanometer scale. It is estimated that about 50 % of all matter used by man is derived from or 

is at some stage of its existence present in particulate form [1]. In the U.K. alone, approxi-

mately 170 Mt of bulk solids are processed by the industry on an annual basis according to 

estimates in the mid 1990s. 

 

Bulk solids are a peculiar form of substance that, on the one hand, cannot be described as sol-

id, liquid or gaseous matter, but, on the other hand, can resemble each of these in their behav-

ior depending on the circumstances they are exposed to. The difficulties encountered in indus-

trial handling of particulate solids were vividly illustrated by Merrow [2-4], who highlighted 

the problems associated with industrial processing of such materials. This was exemplified 

through comparison of start-up times for processing plants using gases and liquids, refined 

bulk solids or raw bulk solids as feedstock. Plants belonging to the latter two categories, and 

in particular to the last one, experienced considerably greater difficulties during commission-

ing. In addition, the productivity of these plants expressed in terms of percentage of design 

value after one year of operation was considerably lower compared to plants with gaseous or 

liquid feedstock. Difficulties experienced in the processing of bulk solids arise from poor and 

insufficient knowledge of the fundamental laws governing the behavior of these materials. 

Theories describing the behavior of solids, liquids and gases are much further developed and 

this bears the inherent advantage of increased predictability [5]. 

 

Even though problems associated with the handling of particulates are vast in number, and 

vary considerably in nature and magnitude depending on the materials and the processing 

conditions, Bates [1] postulated that “Segregation is the most influential common factor which 

adversely affects the uniformity of bulk materials, raising problems of product suitability and 

also giving rise to many types of handling and processing difficulties within the manufactur-
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ing plant”. Producing products suitable for a given purpose can be seen as one of the ultimate 

goals of any processing plant and segregation can be seen as a major obstacle in pursuit of this 

goal. This is because of the widespread adverse effects of this problem on the handling and 

quality of bulk solids. In addition, segregation usually has a negative impact on the economics 

and sustainability of industrial production. 

 

 

1.1. Dry mineral-based construction materials 

 

Dry mineral-based construction materials (termed construction materials in the following) 

constitute a subclass of particulate solids. Construction materials are multi-component and 

highly heterogeneous mixtures of different minerals and other raw materials. These materials 

are typically used for different constructional purposes such as building or renovating of small 

private houses as well as larger buildings. Examples of construction materials are grouts for 

tiled inner walls, renders for the facades of buildings, plasters for inner walls, floor screeds, as 

well as masonry and technical mortars. The exact specifications for commercial products are 

subject to confidentiality, but these usually include sand and limestone (sometimes also glass 

and Styrofoam beads) as aggregates and fillers, different types of cement, hydrated lime (cal-

cium hydroxide) and gypsum (calcium sulphate dihydrate) as binders, as well as a vast 

amount of distinct additives including different glues (in particulate form), cellulose derivates, 

color pigments and synthetic fibers. 

 

Each class of raw materials (aggregates/fillers, binders and additives) has a specific purpose 

and affects the transient and permanent properties of commercial construction materials. Ag-

gregates and fillers are used for enhancing certain technical properties of the products, e.g., 

for reducing bulk density and increasing the strength of final constructions. Aggregates/fillers 

also lower the consumption of the more expensive binders and additives. Binders determine 

the kinetics of chemical reactions occurring after the addition of water and have a significant 

effect on the expansion/contraction during curing as well as the small enduring contraction 

(usual outcome) of the final application. Additives have several different functions; these in-

fluence the effect of binders by accelerating or decelerating the chemical reactions, and in-

crease the permanent adhesive strength and resilience of the construction. Inclusion of aggre-

gates/fillers, binders and additives in pre-determined proportions is crucial for correct func-

tionality of construction materials. A typical outcome of using out of spec products is reduced 
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workability during application and the formation of cracks during the drying phase, while 

more serious problems include reduced strength of the final construction. 

 

One commercial construction product can contain over ten different raw materials and the 

final products therefore include particles of varying shape, solid density and, especially, size. 

Typically, aggregates and fillers comprise the coarsest raw materials with particle sizes rang-

ing from roughly 100 µm up to several millimeters, whereas binders and additives consist of 

particles from less than 1 µm up to a few hundred micrometers. The proportion of aggre-

gates/fillers, binders and additives included in commercial products varies considerably with 

tentative general compositions given as 60-80 %-wt, 15-35 %-wt and < 5 %-wt, respectively, 

for the different groups of raw materials. The particle size distributions for construction mate-

rials, therefore, often cover several orders of magnitude and many products include significant 

amounts of fine particles (typically 20-80 %-wt below 125 µm). The flow properties of com-

mercial products (in dry form) range from free flowing to cohesive, i.e., bulk materials char-

acterized by the presence of significant inter-particle forces, depending on the composition. 

 

Figure 1 presents images obtained with Scanning Electron Micrograph of individual particles 

for a subset of raw materials used in commercial construction products and shows that the 

shapes are similar. Individual particles of construction materials are mainly cubic or flaky 

with the exception of fibers that are very elongated (and lightweight). Fibers are a special type 

of additive usually present in very small proportions (less than 0.4 %-wt), but these influence 

the flow properties of the products by forming complex interconnected networks. Particle 

solid densities for the main raw materials cover a wide range (ρs ≈ 1200-3200 kg/m3), but on 

average or apparent particle solid densities for different size fractions of commercial products 

are much more alike (ρs ≈ 2600-3200 kg/m3). The affinity for individual particles to become 

electro-statically charged was determined for a small subset of raw materials by sliding elec-

trically neutralized samples into a Faraday pail through a grounded stainless steel pipe and 

recording the charge using an electrometer. The majority of particles tested showed similar 

behavior by obtaining a small negative charge with the exception of hydrated lime, which 

charged positively, most likely because of its hygroscopic nature. 

 

The above description of particle properties for commercial construction materials presents 

merely a short overview with the aim of familiarizing the reader with the materials under in-

vestigation in this work. Determining all particle properties, e.g., shape, solid density, affinity  
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Figure 1. SEM images of individual particles for a subset of raw materials used in 
commercial dry mineral-based construction products. 

 

 

for electrostatic charging, surface texture, micromechanical properties, and molecular surface 

forces, that could be relevant for segregation would be an exhaustive task because of the vast 

number of different raw materials used in commercial construction products. Moreover, exact 

compositions or “recipes” for commercial products are subject to confidentiality and these 

are, in fact, unknown to the author of this thesis. 

 

 

1.2. Industrial production of construction materials 

 

Industrial production of (dry mineral-based) construction materials essentially incorporates 

the mixing of multiple raw materials in specified proportions and maintaining the mixture 

quality until delivery at the customer. The supply for a local market is managed through 

monthly overall resource planning based on sales forecasts and weekly production schedules 

for individual plants. Products are usually split up into those that should be always available 

and delivered even during the next day and products with delivery times up to two or three 

weeks. Despite efforts towards a complete make-to-order production system by the sponsor of 

this thesis work, sales forecasting is still required because of long delivery times for some raw 
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Figure 2. Simplified flow sheet for production of dry mineral-based construction materials. 

 

 

materials. Even though production at plant level is planned on a weekly basis, it nearly always 

requires daily supervision and adjustment partly because of unexpected equipment break-

downs. 

 

Figure 2 shows a simplified flow sheet for a typical construction materials plant without sand 

drying and classification. Raw materials are usually delivered to plants by truck or in big bags 

(one ton). Materials delivered by truck are transferred pneumatically and big bags are emptied 

by hand into raw material silos ranging from a few to nearly one hundred cubic meters in size. 

Raw materials are then transferred mainly with screw feeders and belt conveyers to scales for 

weighing to ensure that correct proportions of raw materials are included in the products. 

Usually more than one scale per plant exists and volumetric dosage of raw materials may also 

be used. After weighing, the raw materials are fed into the mixer in a number of different 

ways, i.e., with belt conveyors, portable bins or by hand for example in the case of fibers. 

Batch wise mixers with a centric shaft and additional blenders on the mixer walls are used. 

Typically, there is one mixer per mixing line and in the majority of cases this unit operation 

comprises the core process for the plant. The capacity of the mixer is usually two or three tons 

with mixing times in the order of minutes (normally 1-3 min). On the basis of the above, it is 
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evident that the throughput of the mixer significantly affects the production rate for the entire 

plant. 

 

After completion of the mixing process, the contents of the mixer are usually emptied into a 

separate bin situated vertically below in order to free the mixer as quickly as possible for mix-

ing of the subsequent batch. The final products then take alternative routes, with transfer by 

belt conveyors and bucket elevators, depending on the chosen packing format (with approxi-

mate masses or volumes given in parenthesis): truck (15-40 t), building-site silo (18 m3), big 

bag (500 kg or 1000 kg) or small bag (5 kg or 25 kg). Product silos situated downstream of 

mixing and immediately upstream of packing are used for short term storage, i.e., from less 

than one hour up to a few days, of the final products. These silos are often filled and dis-

charged concurrently during normal production conditions. Trucks, building-site silos and big 

bags are usually filled directly from product silos, whereas separate packing machines are 

utilized for filling of small bags. In such cases the silo contents are withdrawn via parallel 

outlets into separate bag fillers or via a centric outlet into a rotary packer. 

 

Many different products are usually produced at one plant and often during the same day, and 

several hundred tons of final products are mixed daily. The product silo for a specific packing 

line, e.g., 25 kg bagging line, must nearly always be completely emptied at changes in the 

production sequence. This is because the vast majority of packing lines include only one 

product silo and all products taking this route must be temporarily stored in the silo. In special 

cases, a single packing line and associated product silo may be dedicated to a specific product 

that can then be stored for prolonged periods of time in the silo with no immediate need for 

complete emptying. Compared to mixing, the throughput for packing may have an even 

stronger effect on the production rate for the plant and, therefore, this step often comprises the 

bottleneck for the entire production process. Large product silos add flexibility to the produc-

tion because of the alternative product routes that are possible after mixing. When the 

throughput rate for mixing exceeds that for packing – a relatively common situation – the 

product silo for this packing line becomes full at some point. Emptying of this silo continues 

while a product taking a different packing route can be mixed. This leads to a situation where 

the mixer can be operated nearly continuously. Small product silos inhibit the mixing of a 

different product when the mixer needs to cleaned before the product change. 
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Product silos usually include equipment for measuring the fill level, which can be monitored 

either as passing over a lower/upper level (discontinuous) or continuously. The former can be 

accomplished with vibrating or rotating devices and the latter with capacitive or ultrasonic 

instruments. Product silos are often equipped with overpressure security valves that eliminate 

the build-up of excessive pressures inside the silos. Pressure transducers are used in pneumat-

ically filled silos for stopping of the filling procedure before the overpressure valves are 

opened, because this leads to dispersion of dust into the plant. Aside from these devices, fluid-

ization plates are often installed in the hopper section of product silos. These reduce the fric-

tion between powder and hopper wall but do not fluidize the entire silo contents. The opera-

tion of fluidization plates is discussed more thoroughly in section 3. Further, vibrating hopper 

sections or outlet regions and hammers are sometimes used as discharge aids in product silos. 

 

 

1.3. Segregation of construction materials 

 

Segregation will be defined and discussed on a more general level and in more detail in sec-

tion 2. In this subsection, a short introduction to the problems caused by segregation in indus-

trial production of (dry mineral-based) construction materials will be presented. 

 

At the start of this thesis work, several aspects of the segregation of construction materials 

were rather unclear to the company (maxit Group in the beginning, but today known as Saint-

Gobain Weber) providing for the funding. Therefore, the scope of this thesis work was initial-

ly defined very broadly as “Segregation of particles in the production process of powdered 

construction materials”. Needless to say, it is almost impossible to entirely cover such a wide 

topic within the scope of one single academic dissertation. However, a considerable amount 

of practical information was available from the production plants and, hence, the first objec-

tive of this work was to decide on a suitable starting point. On the basis of information availa-

ble within the company and some initial insights into particle properties (especially particle 

size) affecting segregation, it was decided to focus on product silos during the early stages. 

Additional parts of the production process could be investigated later on. Even though some 

implications of segregation occurring also in other parts of the production process were ob-

tained, segregation in product silos remained the primary interest for this dissertation. 
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According to the experience of on-site production personnel, by far the most common prob-

lem with and serious consequences of segregation are encountered at complete emptying of 

product silos (cf. Figure 2). Segregation at complete discharge of these silos manifests itself 

as an increase of the fines content for the output to unacceptable levels, i.e., levels exceeding 

the quality requirement limits. This occurs despite considerable differences in silo size, geom-

etry, auxiliary equipment and filling procedure as well as material properties for the products. 

Even though segregation is qualitatively seen to increase with increasing silo volume, an ex-

planation for this finding is not available. The effect of material properties is observed as 

large differences in segregation between products handled in the same silo with identical fill-

ing and emptying procedures for all products. 

 

When the quality limit for the fines content of a product is exceeded towards the end of com-

plete discharge from a product silo, the remainder of the silo contents must be reprocessed. 

Usually, segregated products are introduced as input to the production process together with 

other raw materials at a later stage. This has a negative impact on the maximum production 

rate and sustainability. Such reprocessing is also both tedious and costly with an approximate 

economic impact of 10 €/t for the handling of segregated material. The proportion of segre-

gated product to total production is usually limited to a few percent or less depending on the 

product and production sequence, but losses up to 50 % occur in extreme cases, i.e., for short 

production run sizes. This means that many tons of segregated material must be taken care of 

on a daily basis because several hundred tons of final products are produced during one day. 

Overall, the total annual cost for re-processing of segregated material at Saint-Gobain We-

ber’s production facilities is roughly estimated at €1M, because approximately 100 kt of final 

products must be re-processed each year. The problem is magnified at plants with wide prod-

uct mixes (over one hundred different products can be produced at a single plant) as product 

silos must nearly always be completely emptied at changes in the production sequence for a 

packing line. Silos dedicated to specific products comprise the only exception and, indeed, the 

fill level is usually kept high in these silos in cases of strong segregation. So-called lean man-

ufacturing principles are currently being introduced at the company’s production plants. This 

calls for shorter production run sizes, which may lead to considerable production losses unless 

segregation can be minimized. Moreover, segregated products could in theory be delivered to 

customers by mistake, the consequences of which are, by far, the most serious outcome of 

segregation. 
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It seems fairly evident that segregation of the final products occurs in product silos because of 

the wide particle size distributions for these bulk solids and the conditions they are exposed 

to. Focusing on this part of the production process in order to suppress the detrimental effects 

of segregation is justified by the vicinity of end use for the products. Any measures employed 

for reducing segregation earlier in the process could be nullified at this stage and limited pos-

sibilities exist for correcting segregation once the products have left the plant. In summary, 

product silos constitute the most critical unit operation with respect to segregation in industri-

al production of construction materials. 
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2. Segregation mechanisms 

 

Segregation can be described as the opposite of mixing. For an initially well mixed particulate 

solid, segregation induces partial - or sometimes nearly total - separation of the components. 

In principle, segregation can occur at any stage of industrial production and can be very diffi-

cult – if not impossible – to avoid. Adverse effects of segregation include reduced blend 

quality and flow problems in bulk solids handling equipment. According to Bates [1], segre-

gation can occur because of differences in particle size, density, shape, surface texture, elec-

trostatic charge, micromechanical properties, molecular surface effects, etc. Although segre-

gation has been reported by many researchers [1,6-47], several features of this phenomenon 

are still not well understood. 

 

Segregation mechanisms are often used for explaining why and how particulate solids segre-

gate under specific circumstances, and what the outcome in terms of the spatial or temporal 

distribution of the constituents of a mixture will be. A total of thirteen segregation mecha-

nisms have been identified: trajectory, rolling, displacement, percolation, sieving, air current, 

fluidization, agglomeration, concentration-driven displacement, push-away, impact/bouncing, 

embedding and angle of repose, as summarized by Tang and Puri [6]. Alternative terms are 

sometimes used, such as impact fluidization for fluidization of bulk solids at abrupt changes 

in their flow direction [1] as opposed to mixing of bulk solids with a gaseous phase during 

free fall or pneumatic conveying. Attempts to condense segregation mechanisms into a small-

er number of primary mechanisms responsible for most particle segregation problems have 

also been made [6,13]. The occurrence and significance of each segregation mechanism are 

case-specific and depend on the properties of the bulk solid and its fractions, the handling 

conditions and requirements set on the homogeneity of the material composition. Therefore, it 

is impossible to define universal guidelines regarding the importance and magnitude of each 

mechanism. 

 

The process of resolving a segregation problem in industrial settings usually starts with two 

tasks. Firstly, a complete picture of segregation in the entire production process should be 

obtained and the most critical unit operations be determined. This was elaborated at the end of 

the previous section for production of dry mineral-based construction materials. Secondly, the 

relevant segregation mechanisms for the critical unit operation(s) must be identified. In the 

context of the present thesis, this was performed via experiments in silos of different size 
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ranging from small to production scale; the results will be elucidated in forthcoming sections 

(section 5 and 6). Once these two steps have been completed, but rarely before that, it is pos-

sible to proceed with the implementation of countermeasures, e.g., technical solutions, against 

segregation. Even though several segregation mechanisms have been identified, establishing 

the relevant mechanisms for a specific unit operation is not a trivial task. Segregation often 

conflicts with intuition and many segregation mechanisms can affect a bulk solid simultane-

ously during a single unit operation or flow regime, i.e., segregation mechanisms rarely occur 

independently. This is, in particular, true for industrial handling of (dry mineral-based) con-

struction materials in silos, where information about segregation is not available in the public 

domain. One truly relevant reference can be found in [38], where segregation of a multi-phase 

plaster (construction material) at discharge from a production scale silo is considered and dif-

ferent technical approaches to reduce the segregation are compared. The difficulty in applying 

the results of others arises from the fact that segregation depends strongly on material proper-

ties and construction materials or mixtures resembling these have rarely been investigated to 

date. 

 

Segregation mechanisms relevant for the current work are sifting, rolling, embedding, fluidi-

zation and air current, and these will be briefly presented below. All of these mechanisms can 

occur at pouring of bulk solids onto heaps such as at filling of silos. The former two have also 

been reported to occur at silo discharge for free flowing materials, i.e., bulk solids character-

ized by a lack of significant inter-particle forces, while the latter three often require consider-

able free fall distances or pneumatic filling of silos. The salient feature of the aforementioned 

segregation mechanisms in the context of the current work is the material distribution induced 

at silo filling. Fine particles are accumulated at the filling point as a result of sifting and roll-

ing whereas the opposite, i.e., concentration of fine and light particles away from the filling 

point, is encountered when segregation occurs because of embedding, fluidization and air 

current mechanisms. Different aspects of sifting and rolling have been elaborated more deeply 

in the open literature compared to embedding, fluidization and air current segregation. Thus, 

the latter three are not that well understood. 

 

The purpose of the forthcoming description of segregation mechanisms is to familiarize the 

reader with the mechanisms of interest here and to provide an understanding of the overall 

segregation patterns or material distributions resulting from these. Furthermore, the discussion 

is largely restricted to circumstances commonly prevailing in silos. The reader is referred to 
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work cited in this section for more detailed discussions of different aspects of segregation 

mechanisms, such as their underlying phenomena and circumstances required for these to 

occur in different handling operations or flow regimes. It shall be mentioned that the refer-

ences included here constitute merely a subset of information on segregation available in the 

public domain. 

 

 

2.1. Sifting 

 

Sifting is one of the most frequently encountered and reported segregation mechanisms. It is 

characterized by the entrainment and flow of small particles in the interstices of a matrix of 

coarse particles [1,6-19,22,23,26,27]. Sifting is often referred to as sieving and is similar to 

another segregation mechanism called percolation. The major difference between sift-

ing/sieving and percolation is that the former is usually associated with dynamic conditions, 

such as surface flows, while the latter is related to more static conditions, i.e., to systems of 

particles mainly at rest. Sifting segregation can occur with bulk solids consisting of different 

sized particles at filling onto heaps and results in a surplus of fine particles at the filling point 

(horizontal or side-to-side segregation) [7,9-11,17,19], such as at the apex of a heap. Figure 3a 

gives a schematic illustration of this mechanism that often occurs simultaneously with rolling 

(see next subsection). Sifting segregation can also be active at silo discharge, especially in 

silos emptying in funnel flow (different discharge flow patterns in silos are elaborated below)  

 

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of (a) sifting and rolling, and (b) embedding segregation (tak-
en from [9] with permission). 
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but also towards the end of emptying in mass flow mode, and in other applications of particu-

late solid flow, e.g., in chutes, where separate regions of the solid phase move at different 

velocities. Carson et al. [13] defined the conditions needed for sifting segregation to occur: a 

difference in particle size between the individual components, sufficiently large mean particle 

diameter, free flowing material and inter-particle motion. Results of the current work suggest 

that not all components of a mixture of different bulk solids have to be free flowing for this 

mechanism to be active at silo filling. 

 

 

2.2. Rolling 

 

Segregation caused by rolling of large or spherical particles away from the filling point at 

heap formation has been well documented by other investigators [1,6-11,16,17,19,22,23,34-

37]. Rolling segregation often occurs in combination with sifting. The occurrence of rolling is 

attributed to a higher possibility of small/non-spherical particles to be trapped in irregularities 

on the surface of an arrangement of particulate solids. In comparison, larger/spherical parti-

cles are not captured as easily and these are able to continue rolling for greater distances. 

Rolling induces a similar horizontal or side-to-side segregation pattern as sifting at filling of 

bulk solids onto heaps: accumulation of fine/irregularly shaped particles at the filling point 

and collection of large/spherical particles at the base of the heap (cf. Figure 3a). To some ex-

tent, rolling may also occur at silo discharge and in other flow regimes or processes where 

significant velocity gradients occur within a moving bulk solid. 

 

 

2.3. Embedding 

 

Embedding is an inertia-based segregation mechanism and refers to a process where large or 

dense particles penetrate the upper surface layers of a deposited particulate solid and become 

locked in this position. This mechanism, illustrated schematically in Figure 3b, can occur at 

charging of particulate solids onto heaps and causes a surplus of large/dense particles to col-

lect at the point of impact, i.e., heap apex, with smaller or lighter particles found farther away. 

Hence, the (side-to-side) segregation pattern resulting from embedding is the complete oppo-

site of the material distribution following from sifting and rolling. Even though segregation 

caused by the embedding mechanism has been reported earlier [1,6-11,16,17,24, 33,38,39], it 
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is not as well documented as some of the other mechanisms. Some authors simply refer to 

“density segregation” in situations where this type of segregation pattern occurs for bulk sol-

ids consisting of particles of different density [24,39]. 

 

In cases of segregation by particle size or solid density, the material distribution may also be 

determined by so called push-away effects. This means that large/dense particles set 

small/light particles in motion towards peripheral areas upon impact of additional material 

onto the surface of previously deposited particles. Indeed, this type of segregation (on the 

basis of particle size or solid density) has been defined by some investigators as a separate 

segregation mechanism known as push-away [7,10]. Presumably, push-away segregation is 

more likely to occur for particulate systems consisting of larger mean particle sizes, whereas 

little or no rearrangement of deposited fine/light particles occurs for bulk solids of smaller 

size. The present author believes that embedding of large particles (in the absence of signifi-

cant push-away effects) is one of the main mechanisms, together with fluidization and air cur-

rent effects, responsible for segregation of (dry mineral-based) construction materials at silo 

filling. Evidence of the importance of embedding segregation was, indeed, obtained in the 

course of this thesis work and, although not explicitly stated, this mechanism was presumably 

also partly responsible for the segregation reported by Kwade and Ziebell [38]. 

 

 

2.4. Fluidization 

 

Fluidization refers to mixing and dispersion of a particulate solid by a gaseous phase such as 

air. Segregation caused by fluidization of bulk solid mixtures has been reported to induce ver-

tical segregation with accumulation of fine or light components to the uppermost layers of a 

particulate bed at pneumatic or filling of silos with free fall [1,6-10,13-15]. This type of verti-

cal segregation has also been investigated with special testers built for the purpose, where the 

bulk solid is filled into a vertically aligned pipe or tube and subjected to an air flow from be-

low. A surplus of fine/light particles should be found in the upper parts of the powder column 

after the air flow has continued for some time when a bulk solid is susceptible to fluidization 

segregation [14,40]. Some researchers believe that fluidization is also induced by abrupt 

changes in the flow direction of a particulate solid, such as at impact of the input stream with 

a heap of previously deposited material at silo filling, and hence the alternative definition of 

impact fluidization may also be used [1]. In such situations, fluidization induces a different 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of fluidization and air current segregation (taken from [10] 
with permission). 
 

 

segregation pattern with accumulation of coarse/dense particles at the point of impact and 

small/light particles further away, as illustrated in Figure 4 (left subfigure). Clear evidence of 

fluidization leading to horizontal (or side-to-side) segregation with accumulation of fine/light 

particles away from the filling point was obtained in the context of this thesis. This phenome-

non was shortly discussed by Mosby [7] and reported by Kwade and Ziebell [38], who did not 

explicitly state the mechanisms responsible for segregation encountered in their experiments, 

but the investigation was further elaborated in [9]. Segregation caused by fluidization has not 

been deeply investigated or reported by others, but the current work shows that it is a one of 

the primary segregation mechanisms (together with embedding and air current segregation) 

responsible for segregation of construction materials in silos. 
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2.5. Air current 

 

Air-current segregation is enforced by entrainment of small, light or very non-spherical parti-

cles in gas (air) streams induced by a rapidly moving (falling) solid phase, transportation of 

these particles with the air flow and concentration of the entrained particles to specific posi-

tions, e.g., to silo walls, as a result of settlement caused by changes in the velocity and/or di-

rection of the air flow [1,6-10,13,14,32,38,41-43]. Figure 4 (right subfigure) shows a schemat-

ic of the material distribution resulting from air current segregation at centric filling of silos. 

To the best of the present author’s knowledge, previously reported work on air current segre-

gation has been limited to free flowing materials, i.e., bulk solids characterized by the absence 

of significant inter-particle forces. The effect of this mechanism on segregation of cohesive 

bulk solids is, therefore, not entirely clear. However, evidence of the importance of air current 

effects was obtained in the context of this thesis and the author reckons that also this mecha-

nism is at least partly responsible for segregation of construction materials in silos. Presuma-

bly, air currents of some magnitude are required for this mechanism to be activated and such 

conditions are more likely to prevail in larger silos, e.g., in the 20 m3 and 70 m3 silos in this 

work. 
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3. Discharge flow patterns in silos 

 

Segregation of particulate solids in silos cannot be discussed without reference to the dis-

charge flow pattern that designates the order of withdrawal of the contents of a silo. Segrega-

tion may be induced at silo filling, but the discharge flow pattern also affects the segregation 

observed at silo emptying, which is of primary interest in the majority of cases. Two main 

types of discharge flow patterns have been identified: mass flow and funnel flow. The latter is 

sometimes referred to as non-mass flow to accommodate for different forms of funnel flow 

discharge [1], but the terms mass flow and funnel flow will be used here. Much of the previ-

ous and current research in the field of silo flow is aimed at converting the flow pattern from 

funnel to mass flow, and some interesting findings in this area are discussed below. Determin-

ing the discharge flow pattern in an existing silo is not a trivial task. However, tracer or mark-

er objects have been utilized with success. In some of the experiments in this thesis work, 

tracer objects were seeded into the deposited powder bed at silo filling and their order of dis-

charge was monitored at silo emptying. Issues related to determination of discharge flow pat-

terns with tracers are covered in the last subsection. 

 

 

3.1. Mass flow 

 

Mass flow is characterized by the movement of the entire silo contents whenever emptying 

occurs; Figure 5a gives a schematic illustration of this. Mass flow discharge can be achieved 

with steep and low friction hopper walls. Furthermore, arching, i.e., obstruction of the flow, 

above the silo outlet should not occur and material must be withdrawn from across the entire 

outlet area. The feature distinguishing mass flow from funnel flow is that no stagnant regions 

exist in the former whereas the presence of dead material regions is the unifying characteristic 

for all funnel flow silos. The discharge pattern of mass flow is sometimes referred to as “first-

in-first-out”, even though this definition is not entirely correct as was pointed out by Bates 

[1]. The reason for Bates’ postulation lies in the velocity gradients present towards the end of 

complete emptying in mass flow silos. The implications of this with respect to segregation are 

discussed below. Mass flow is usually associated with little or no segregation because materi-

al from different radial positions is mixed at the outlet. Therefore, any horizontal or side-to-

side segregation induced during filling is corrected for during emptying. 
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Figure 5. Illustration of different discharge flow patterns in silos: mass flow (a) and funnel 
flow (b and c) (taken from [9] with permission). 
 

 

However, experimental results obtained in this work suggest that this is not always the case – 

a finding that can be attributed to the aforementioned velocity gradients. Moreover, mass flow 

discharge of the silo contents should be avoided when the bulk solids have been segregated in 

a top-to-bottom, vertical pattern (usually with accumulation of fine particles in the topmost 

layers) during filling. This form of segregation is not corrected for during emptying and can, 

in fact, remain at discharge in mass flow [9,32,47]. 

 

Criteria for the design of mass flow silos were developed by Jenike [48]. His pioneering work 

in the mid 1960’s led to procedures that are still employed today for determining hopper an-

gles necessary for developing slip against the container walls, and outlet sizes required for 

avoiding arching above the silo outlet. In the theory developed by Jenike, the critical hopper 

angle for mass flow is determined on the basis of measurements of the frictional properties of 

the bulk solids subjected to storage in a silo. In practice, this is accomplished by shear cell 

testers. Jenike developed a device known as the Jenike shear cell tester, which enables the 

characteristics of the bulk solids (internal friction and bulk density) as well as the friction be-

tween particulate solids and different wall materials to be determined. With this device it is 

possible to determine the instantaneous material properties as well as the effects of time con-

solidation, i.e., a possible increase of the bulk material strength during storage at rest. Design 

of silos for mass flow then proceeds with the use of design charts for different hopper geome-

tries. 
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The shear cell tester developed by Jenike is not free of problems. Utilization of this device 

requires some experience from the operator for the results to be reliable and the analysis is 

also rather time consuming. Recently, automated shear cell testers have been developed to 

facilitate the determination of material properties and overcome the difficulties associated 

with shear cell testers of Jenike type [49]. A detailed elaboration of the Jenike theory is out-

side the scope of this dissertation and the reader is referred to Jenike’s work [48] or other 

sources available in the open literature (for example [9]) for a more comprehensive presenta-

tion of the principles for mass flow design of silos. In this work, shear cell testing and the 

Jenike theory was employed for determining the critical hopper angles for mass flow and crit-

ical outlet sizes for unobstructed gravity flow from silos. 

 

As outlined above, mass flow silos are often associated with reduced or negligible segrega-

tion. Even though this flow pattern encompasses other advantageous features, it also suffers 

from certain drawbacks as indicated in Table 1. One of the most significant disadvantages of 

mass flow is that rather steep hopper angles may be required for developing slip along the 

container walls. This has important (economic) consequences: a steep hopper section increas-

es the required headroom, which can be impractical and usually increases the installation (and 

running) costs. The benefits of mass flow must, therefore, be weighed against the drawbacks 

(see Table 1) in order to reach an optimal design eventually decided on economic grounds in 

industrial settings. As far as segregation is concerned, it must be sufficiently reduced so that 

the increased installation costs for mass flow designs can be motivated. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Benefits and drawbacks of mass flow according to Bates [1]. 

Benefits Drawbacks 

- Avoids indefinite storage time - Holds less or takes more headroom 

- Material flow through smaller outlets - Higher stresses on hip and walls 

- Re-mixes contents on discharge - Wall wear with abrasive products 

- Reduces prospect of ‘flushing’ - Features offered may not be needed 

- Predictable storage time & performance - Outlet must not be partially restricted 
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One aspect of mass flow affecting segregation is the aforementioned velocity gradients that 

occur during the later stages of complete silo discharge. When the material level drops to be-

low approximately 0.5-1 times the silo diameter from above the transition from hopper to ver-

tical section, the discharging rate will be higher above the outlet compared to more peripheral 

regions [1,9,32]. For free flowing particulate mixtures, sifting segregation may occur as a re-

sult of these velocity gradients. For cohesive powders, side-to-side segregation induced during 

filling at the material levels that discharge last may not be entirely corrected for by mass flow. 

Thus, re-mixing from different radial sections does not necessarily occur towards the end of 

complete emptying. Evidence of this was obtained in the small scale experiments performed 

in the context of this thesis work (see section 7.3). The presence of velocity gradients towards 

the end of complete emptying from mass flow silos is the reason for Bates’ [1] statement re-

garding the impreciseness of the definition “first-in-first-out” for this flow pattern. 

 

 

3.2. Funnel flow 

 

Funnel flow is characterized by the presence of stagnant regions in the silo during discharge. 

Different forms of this discharge flow pattern exist. The flow can, for instance, be restricted to 

a narrow pipe extending from the outlet upwards to the material surface and to the surface 

layers (Figure 5b) or the flow channel can be enlarged from the outlet and reach the silo walls 

at a level below the surface of the bulk solid (Figure 5c). The latter possibility makes it diffi-

cult to differentiate funnel flow from mass flow by virtue of visual inspection from the silo 

top. Bates [1] suggested the term non-mass flow be used whenever the discharge flow pattern 

is not mass flow and this definition, therefore, includes various forms of funnel flow. None-

theless, the definition of funnel flow will be used in the current work, because it is considered 

more established. Funnel flow is sometimes claimed to induce “first-in-last-out” withdrawal 

of the silo contents in order to differentiate it from mass flow, but this is clearly an oversim-

plification. Compared to mass flow, funnel flow is usually associated with more severe segre-

gation and other flow problems, such as erratic flow caused by rat-holing and subsequent 

flooding of fine powders when these rat-holes collapse [9]. With free flowing particulate mat-

ter, the silo contents may segregate during funnel flow discharge because of sifting segrega-

tion caused by separate regions of the bulk solid moving at different velocities 

[1,6,9,13,32,47]. With cohesive bulk solids, side-to-side segregation induced during filling is 
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not corrected for because bulk material located in different radial positions at identical vertical 

levels are not mixed at the outlet. 

 

A special type of discharge flow pattern known as expanded flow (cf. Figure 6) occurs in silos 

where the hopper angle changes over its height. The central part of the hopper section induces 

mass flow while the outer (upper) hopper walls are not steep or smooth enough to develop 

slip of the bulk solid along the wall surface. Flow is restricted to a cross-sectional region de-

termined by the size of the hopper at the point where the hopper angle changes and to the sur-

face layers of the bed, or the flow channel may expand and reach the silo walls at a level be-

low the surface of the bed. Either way, material initially deposited next to the walls of the 

upper hopper section and lower parts of the vertical section is discharged last at complete 

emptying of the silo. This has important consequences for segregation at discharge. When the 

material that withdraws last has been segregated in a horizontal (side-to-side) pattern during 

filling, considerable segregation can be expected towards the end of complete emptying simp-

ly because the silo then contains only segregated material and mixing can no longer occur. In 

experiments performed at a construction material producing plant, the investigated silo most 

likely emptied in expanded flow and significant segregation was observed at the end of the 

discharging process (see section 5.1). 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Illustration of silo discharging in expanded flow (taken from [9] with permission). 
“dcrit” denotes the critical outlet size for unobstructed gravity flow and “Dcrit” expresses the 
minimum size of the flow channel for avoiding rat-holes. 
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3.3. Conversion from funnel flow to mass flow 

 

Several solutions have been proposed for achieving mass flow in silos with shallower hopper 

angles than those given by the Jenike theory. In the majority of cases, this is accomplished 

with the installation of an insert - a kind of flow obstruction - in the lower part of the silo. 

Examples of such include inverted cones, double cones, cone-in-cones and the Binsert system 

(trademark of Jenike & Johanson, Inc.) [50-53]. These solutions reduce the requirement of 

headroom, but it is not a trivial task to design the inserts correctly to give mass flow. 

 

An interesting type of flow-affecting device that should also be mentioned in this context is 

fluidization plates. These are normally installed in the silo’s hopper section and consist of 

perforated plates that enable a gaseous medium (air) to pass into the silo while being imper-

meable to the particulate matter stored in the silo. Gas is introduced to the fluidization plates 

at low static pressures: 0.5-0.9 bar are typical values for the overpressure of dried air that is 

supplied to fluidization plates used in silos at construction material producing plants. The gas 

mixes with the particulate phase in the silo and exits the silo via the dust extraction device at 

the silo top or the silo outlet at discharge of bulk solids. 

 

The influence of the aforementioned type of fluidization on the behavior of bulk solids in silos 

is not entirely clear. Some investigators have reported that introducing low pressure air slight-

ly above the point where the area confined by the hopper walls equals the critical outlet size 

(as determined by shear cell testing of the powder and the Jenike theory) weakens any stable 

arches that may form in silos with outlets smaller than the critical value. Therefore, fluidiza-

tion plates enable flow through smaller orifices [54-57]. Some practical experience supports 

this (for storage of dry mineral-based construction materials): reliable flow is obtained when 

the fluidization plates are installed slightly above the silo outlet [58]. On the other hand, fluid-

ization plates have also been used to alter the discharge flow pattern from funnel flow to mass 

flow. In such cases, the best results are obtained when the fluidization plates are installed in 

the upper parts of the hopper section, as close as possible to the transition from hopper to ver-

tical section [54]. One manufacturer of fluidization plates claims that, when used correctly, 

these should reduce friction by fluidizing a thin particulate layer adjacent to the silo walls 

when discharge from the silo occurs and should fluidize or aerate bulk solids in the entire 

hopper section when discharge does not occur [59]. Fluidization or aeration is normally asso-

ciated with expansion of the particulate phase and observation of this phenomenon has been 
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confirmed on several occasions by visual inspection from silo roofs: The powder surface rises 

significantly from the level attained after periods of rest when air is supplied to the fluidiza-

tion plates but no discharge of bulk material from the silo occurs [58]. Studies on the opera-

tion and process engineering of large aerated silos (with diameters between 10 m and 50 m) 

used for storage of fine grained bulk solids point in the same direction [60]. Apparently, a bed 

of bulk solids may be only partly fluidized or aerated, i.e., complete fluidization or aeration of 

the powder bed does not always occur and it may, therefore, not be observed on the bed sur-

face. 

 

Application of fluidization as a discharge aid or as a means of converting the discharge flow 

pattern from funnel flow to mass flow is not a trivial task. The outcome is governed by the 

complex behavior of multi-phase systems, which is influenced not only by features related to 

the gaseous phase, such as the gaseous medium and pressures used, but also by the character-

istics of the particulate phase (particle size and size distribution, particle solid density, particle 

shape, surface properties, etc). It is clear that more work is needed in this challenging field in 

order to exploit fluidization plates to their fullest potential. 

 

 

3.4. Determination of flow patterns 

 

On the basis of discussions in this and the preceding sections, it is evident that knowledge of 

discharge flow patterns in silos is essential in the context of this thesis because of the signifi-

cant effect on segregation at silo discharge. Determining the discharge flow pattern is not a 

trivial task; the patterns of flow in discharging silos can be very complex and, for example, 

visual inspection from the silo top seldom gives an accurate or useful description. This is true 

especially for large silos in industrial settings, where the possibilities to perform experimental 

investigations are normally limited. However, tracer objects have been successfully utilized 

for determining discharge flow patterns in silos [61-64]. Such investigations usually comprise 

the placement of tracer objects in specific positions of the deposited particulate bed at silo 

filling and determining their order of exit during discharge. Prerequisites for obtaining useful 

results include identification of individual tracer objects, ensuring that the tracers retain their 

initial positioning before discharge is commenced, and separation of the tracers from the out-

put stream. One further aspect requiring consideration is the presentation of the results. 
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Figure 7. (a) Top view of the positions for tracer objects in small scale experiments. (b) Side 
view of tracer positioning together with material masses for and numbering of the fill levels 
used for seeding of the powder mixture with tracers. (c) Image of numbered pieces of garden 
hose (20 x 20 mm2) used as tracer objects. 
 

 

Tracer objects were utilized in a majority of the small scale experiments included in this thesis 

work for determining the flow pattern at silo discharge. The results for sampling, i.e., segrega-

tion, in these experiments are presented in forthcoming sections (chapters 5.3, 6 and 7), but an 

overview of the procedures used and results that can be obtained with tracers is given here. 

Figure 7a and b depict the vertical and horizontal positions for placement of tracer objects at 

silo filling. One marker was placed in each of the positions denoted by the letters C, M and P 

(position M was sometimes omitted). Numbered pieces of garden hose (Figure 7c) were used 

as tracer objects and these were later separated from the discharge stream with a wire mesh 

placed on top of the discharge bin situated underneath the silo outlet. 
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Figure 8. Illustration of the exit order for tracer objects in imaginative experiments with (a) 
mass flow and (b) funnel flow discharge of the silo contents. Fractional mass discharged = 
mi/mtot,exp, where mi denotes the mass of bulk solids discharged from the silo at exit of tracer i 
and mtot,exp expresses the total mass of powder mixture used in the experiment. 
 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the results for imaginative experiments with mass flow (subfigure a) and 

funnel flow (subfigure b) discharge of the silo contents. In this figure, the result for each trac-

er (mi = mass of powder mixture discharged from silo at exit of tracer i) has been normalized 

against the total mass of powder (mtot,exp) included in the experiment. Here, discharge is com-

pletely symmetric meaning that tracers seeded in identical radial positions (M or P) at the 

same level of fill discharge at exactly the same moment. In mass flow, the exit order for the 

tracers broadly follows a “first-in-first-out” pattern, i.e., tracers are withdrawn from the silo 

almost in the same order as they were seeded into the powder bed (starting from Level 1 and 
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ending with Level 8). In funnel flow, tracers associated with the same fill level exit in the or-

der center (C), middle (M) and periphery (P). Moreover, material (tracers) from the vicinity of 

the silo walls (position P) at the lower levels (Levels 1-3) discharges last, which is a typical 

feature of funnel flow. On the basis of results presented in Figure 8b, it is clear that describing 

funnel flow discharge patterns as “first-in-last-out” is misleading. It should be stressed that 

results shown in Figure 8 represent ideal cases and deviations from these can be expected in 

actual experiments (see section 6). However, the difference in the overall trend for the exit 

order of tracer objects in silos discharging in mass flow and funnel flow, respectively, is self-

evident. 
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4. Objectives of this work 

 

The objectives of this thesis work were not defined in great detail at the start of the project. 

However, these were specified in more detail during the early stages of this study and will be 

briefly presented here. The remaining sections of this dissertation mainly follow the outline 

given below. 

 

The first objective was to determine the critical process unit(s) with respect to segregation in 

the production process of dry mineral-based construction materials. Silos situated downstream 

of mixing and upstream of packing were identified as the most critical unit(s) for reasons 

elaborated in the introduction of this dissertation. Secondly, the most relevant segregation 

mechanisms for the handling of commercial products in silos had to be identified. This was 

partly discussed in the second section of this thesis and will be further elaborated in the next 

two sections (section 5 and 6). Thirdly, the effects of silo scale had to be determined in order 

to ascertain that the segregation occurring for commercial products in relatively large silos 

could be studied with specific mixtures in smaller silos (see section 5). Performing experi-

ments in smaller scale is advantageous because the experimental conditions can be controlled 

better, it is easier to perform measurements and the work load is reduced. A fourth objective 

was to throw light on the effects of material properties, process conditions and silo parameters 

on segregation. This problem was tackled mainly through experiments in small scale with 

two- and three-component powder mixtures. The results of these investigations will be pre-

sented in section 7. Quantification of the effects of the aforementioned features was defined as 

the fifth objective of this work (see section 8). Lastly, segregation data for a longer time peri-

od were to be collected for a production plant and analyzed in order to see whether the 

knowledge obtained from all previous efforts could be applied in industrial practice. The re-

sults of this study are presented in section 9. 
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5. Investigation of the effects of silo size 

 

Experiments were performed in silos of different size for studying the scale effects on segre-

gation. The main objective was to clarify the possibilities of investigating the segregation of 

commercial construction products in large silos (with volumes of 50-100 m3) through tests 

with two- or three-component mixtures in much smaller silos (< 1 m3). Reducing the scale 

facilitates the performing of experiments at reduced costs, enables better control of the exper-

imental conditions and enhances the possibilities for carrying out measurements. However, 

the effects of scale should be determined in order to ensure that results for small scale exper-

iments have practical meaning, i.e., that the findings are not limited to the reduced scale but 

are more general and that the conclusions drawn on the basis of these apply to real industrial 

cases. A second objective of the work presented in this section was to identify the dominating 

segregation mechanisms for dry mineral-based construction materials handled in silos. This 

topic is partly covered here and the discussion will continue in the following section (chapter 

6). Results to be presented in the forthcoming subsections were reported in Paper I and Pa-

per II of this thesis work and the reader should turn to these articles for more details. 

 

In all large and intermediate scale experiments, rather large samples (up to a few kilograms) 

were collected and these were reduced without the use of sample splitters to approximately 

100 g for determining the size distribution. The size distribution for all samples was deter-

mined with a set consisting of 0.063 mm, 0.125 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm and 

4.0 mm sieves, because the quality requirement limits for commercial products are defined for 

these size fractions. The mass fractions of small particles, i.e., the fraction less than 0.063 mm 

and, in particular, the cumulative undersize for 0.125 mm are used for presentation of the re-

sults. This is because segregated products are most often - if not nearly always - rejected be-

cause the quality requirement limits are exceeded for these size fractions. 

 

 

5.1. Large scale 

 

In the large scale experiments, the segregation of four commercial products (L1-L4) in a 

product silo at a production plant was studied. Figure 9a depicts the particle size distributions 

for the products that represent the arithmetic mean values for all samples collected at dis-

charge of the silo. The exact compositions for the products cannot be given here because of 
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Figure 9. Particle size distributions (determined by sieving) for the commercial products in-
cluded in the (a) large and (b) intermediate scale experiments. 
 

 

confidentiality, but their general features were described in section 1.1. The coarse compo-

nents (particle sizes > 125 μm) of all products consist mainly of different sand and limestone 

fractions, whereas cement comprises the greater part of the fine particles and some products 

also include fine limestone fractions. Moreover, product L2 includes a small amount (0.4 %-

wt) of synthetic fibers. The flow properties for the products were determined with a shear cell, 

and silo design criteria for unobstructed mass flow were determined with the theory of Jenike 

[48]. Critical values for the hopper angles and outlet sizes required for mass flow in a silo 

made of stainless steel can be found in Paper I. The main conclusion of this analysis was that 
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it is unlikely that mass flow of the entire contents would occur for any of the products in the 

production silo under consideration here. 

 

A schematic drawing of the 70 m3 silo used in the large scale experiments is shown in Fig-

ure 10. The silo was built from standard steel and consists of a cylindrical vertical section 

with an expanded type hopper part (hopper angle varies over its height). Ideally, such silos are 

manufactured to give mass flow in the lower part and funnel flow in the upper part of the 

hopper section. The entire hopper section, i.e., upper and lower part, is almost completely 

covered with fluidization plates. On the basis of silo design values for stainless steel, funnel 

flow should occur with all products in the upper part of the hopper section whereas mass flow 

should be induced with the products L2-L4 and funnel flow with L1 in the lower hopper sec-

tion. Even though design values for mass flow were not determined for standard steel and the 

influence of the fluidization plates is not entirely understood, it is reasonable to assume that 

the silo discharged in expanded flow (cf. Figure 6) in all experiments. Evidence of this was 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Large silo with view from two perpendicular planes. 
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obtained by visual inspection of the powder bed: material from the vicinity of the upper hop-

per walls discharged last. A hammer (not shown in Figure 10) is installed in the hopper sec-

tion and is used during the later stages of discharge for complete emptying of the contents, 

which suggests that the residual material is cohesive. 

 

During normal production conditions, raw materials are mixed in batches of three tons and are 

filled into the silo through the circular filling tube with an approximate rate of 27 kg/s. Filling 

is disrupted for a short period (10-20 s) between two subsequent batches. Material is dis-

charge through the separate outlets into bag filling spouts at an overall rate of 7 kg/s and 

packed into 25 kg bags. The bag fillers operate concurrently, but each spout is closed intermit-

tently when the bag is changed. The silo is filled and discharged concurrently. However, peri-

ods where the silo is discharged, but not filled, regularly occur because the filling rate exceeds 

the discharge rate. In the experiment with product L3, filling was completed before discharge 

started, but the other experiments were conducted during normal production conditions. In all 

experiments, product bags filled through the middle outlet were collected from a conveyor 

belt situated downstream of the bagging machine with regular intervals throughout the dis-

charging process. A smaller sample (500-1000 g) was retrieved from each sample bag and 

even smaller masses (100 g) were sieved for determining the size distribution. The total mass-

es of products discharged from the silo in the experiments varied in the range 30-108 t. 

 

The results for the large scale experiments are shown in Figures 11 (two separate figures), 

where the fines content and the mass of material left in the silo are depicted versus the mass 

discharged from the silo. All products show a similar segregation pattern, i.e. the mass frac-

tion of fine particles was relatively constant during most of the discharge but increased at the 

end of complete emptying. Segregation was clearly demonstrated by increasing amounts of 

the smallest particles (fraction below 0.063 mm) in all experiments. The trends for the mass 

fraction below 0.063 mm and the cumulative undersize of 0.125 mm were nearly identical 

with the exception of the experiment with L1 (subfigure 11a), where the increase at the end of 

emptying was somewhat steeper for the fraction below 0.063 mm. It is difficult to objectively 

quantify the mass of segregated material, but in practical cases this is decided by the quality 

requirement limits. In these experiments, roughly the last five to ten tons were segregated for 

L1 (subfigure 11a) whereas only the last one or two tons contained too much fines for L4 

(subfigure 11d). It will be mentioned that the fines content for L2 (subfigure 11b) showed a 
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Figure 11. Results for the large scale experiments: (a) L1 and (b) L2. 

 

 

peculiar evolution by increasing slightly before the end of discharge only to decrease to a 

more normal level before increasing once again when the silo was completely emptied. From 

a more academic point of view, both the amount of segregated material and the degree to 

which a material segregates, i.e., the actual fines content for the last samples collected at dis-

charge, should be considered when the segregation behavior of different bulk solids is com-

pared. However, such analysis of the results was not performed for the experiments discussed 

here or for other experimental results at silo discharge, but studies on the degree of segrega-

tion as a result of silo filling were performed for the majority of experiments included in this 

thesis work (see section 8). 
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Figure 11. Results for the large scale experiments: (c) L3 and (d) L4. 

 

 

It seems that the fluidization plates were not capable of reducing the friction in the upper part 

of the hopper section sufficiently to induce mass flow of the entire silo contents. Abrupt or 

steep increases of the fines content towards the end of complete emptying of the type ob-

served in the experiments are unlikely to occur in mass flow silos, because material from dif-

ferent radial positions at identical levels of silo fill should be re-mixed at the outlet. This is 

true for cases where horizontal or side-to-side segregation is induced during filling, which 

could be confirmed for product L3 (see below). Visual inspection during the later stages of 

discharge revealed that heaps of fine particles purged to the surface of the bed together with 

the air flowing from fluidization plates upwards through the powder bed in very small-sized 

channels. However, the mass of fine particles in these heaps was negligible (measured in kilo-
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grams) in comparison to the segregated material (measured in tons) withdrawn from the silo 

at the end of complete emptying. The effect of intermittent fill stoppages for product L1, L2 

and L4 caused by the disparity between filling and discharge rate is not clear at this point. In 

principle, the level of fill and the surface profile of the heap could influence the material dis-

tribution at filling and impact segregation at discharge as well. This aspect was further elabo-

rated with experiments in the small silo and will be discussed later (section 7.2). Moreover, 

collection of samples from the central bag filler may have influenced the monitored degree of 

segregation at discharge. It is possible that this outlet draws bulk solids preferentially from the 

silo axis and the outer bag fillers include more material from the silo walls. The material dis-

tribution in the horizontal direction should be determined at filling (see below) and samples 

should be collected from all bag fillers simultaneously (see section 9) to clarify the effects of 

the sampling procedure. 

 

During filling in the experiment with product L3, samples were collected from the upper lay-

ers of the heap in different radial positions (silo centre, silo walls and midway) at varying lev-

els of fill. Figure 12 depicts the distribution of fine particles after the filling of 6-24 t in inter-

vals of six tons (corresponding to two mixing batches). The figure shows that an excess of 

fine particles were accumulated at the silo walls and also that the mass fractions of fines were 

different at opposite sides of the hopper walls for identical levels of fill. Segregation mecha-

nisms that result in such segregation patterns at silo filling are embedding, fluidization and air 

current. The occurrence of these mechanisms is difficult to observe during physical experi-

ments, but a fluidized region (approx. 20-30 cm wide) of fine particles was clearly seen next 

to the silo walls during sample collection. Apparently, segregation at discharge was caused by 

the accumulation of fine particles to the silo walls during filling in combination with the late 

withdrawal of material from the vicinity of the upper hopper section walls. However, the oc-

currence of sifting and rolling during discharge cannot be completely ruled out on the basis of 

the results for these experiments. The importance of these mechanisms was further investigat-

ed through small scale experiments (see section 6). 
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Figure 12. Distribution of fine particles (mass fraction below 0.125 mm in %-wt) for product 
L3 in the large silo after filling of 6 t, 12 t, 18 t and 24 t. 
 

 

5.2. Intermediate scale 

 

The experiments in intermediate scale were performed in two different silos: in a 20 m3 prod-

uct silo (silo A) at a production plant and in an 18 m3 building-site silo (silo B). Segregation 

was studied for one commercial product (I1) in the former silo and for two different products 

(I2 and I3) in the latter. Particle size distributions for all products are given in Figure 9b. The 

cumulative undersize of 0.125 mm is used for presentation of the results for products I1 and 

I2, because results for the large silo experiments showed that this gives a good indication of 

segregation. However, the mass fraction below 0.063 mm is used for presenting the results for 

product I3 because of its small mean particle size. For this product, 96 %-wt of the particles is 

expected to be smaller than 0.125 mm and, therefore, this (cumulative) size fraction may con-

ceal some of the segregation that possibly occurs. Results for the investigations in intermedi-

ate scale are presented separately starting with product I1 in silo A. 
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Figure 13. Intermediate silo A with vibrating bin activator at silo outlet comprising the annu-
lar horizontal surface and converging section underneath it, i.e., the lowermost 650 mm of the 
silo. 
 

 

The commercial product (I1) used for the experiment in intermediate silo A consists mainly of 

cement and different sand fractions. For this product, a hopper angle of 68° from the horizon-

tal plane is needed for mass flow in a silo constructed of standard steel on the basis of shear 

cell testing and the theory by Jenike [48]. Figure 13 gives a schematic drawing of silo A, 

which has a circular geometry and was manufactured of standard steel. The outlet region is 

equipped with a bin activator comprising the horizontal surface in the hopper section and 

small hopper beneath it. The bin activator is used only at the very end of discharge in order to 

empty the silo completely, which implies that the residual material contains a surplus of fine 

particles. During normal production conditions the raw materials are mixed in batches of two 

tons and transported to the silo with a conveyor belt. The filling rate is 22 kg/s and filling is 

stopped for short periods (10-20 s) between subsequent batches. A filling chute with an open-

ing situated in the silo centre runs from one side of the silo roof to the opposite side down in 

the hopper section. The feed is directed through the opening with a plate, which causes the 
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silo to be filled centrally until the surface reaches the opening in the chute. However, the silo 

fill level is not limited to this height and filling can be continued all the way to the silo inlet 

(upper end of filling chute). The silo contents are discharged into bags containing one ton of 

product. 

 

The experiment was performed during normal production conditions with 20 t of product I1. 

Filling was completed before discharge that commenced without delay. Samples were collect-

ed with a scoop from the surface layers of the heap in different radial positions (centre, walls 

and midway) with intervals of four ton during silo filling and also from the top of each prod-

uct bag. It seems rather obvious that the silo should empty in funnel flow on the basis of mass 

flow design criteria and the hopper geometry. This was confirmed by visual inspection from 

the silo top during the experiment; a V-shaped surface clearly developed at the onset of dis-

charge and material from the vicinity of the hopper walls discharged last. 

 

The distribution of product I1 at filling of silo A can be studied in Figure 14, which shows 

that similar segregation took place as in the large scale experiment with L3: Fine particles 

accumulated away from the filling point when free fall occurred. The vertical distance from 

the opening in the filling chute to the material surface after the filling of four and eight tons 

was approximately 1.25 m and 0.5 m, respectively. A narrow fluidized region of material was 

clearly observed next to the silo walls during sampling after the filling of four tons, which 

implies that the segregation was caused by fluidization. Embedding of large particles into the 

surface layers of the heap apex most likely also occurred because of the free fall. The effects 

of air currents remain unclear and even though these may have contributed to the segregation, 

the air current mechanism was probably not as strong here as in the large silo experiments. 

When four tons of product I1 had been filled, the fines content next to opposite sides of the 

hopper walls was not the same, in similarity to the experiment with L3 in the large silo. Minor 

or no free fall occurred during filling from eight tons onwards, which seemed to have a strong 

effect on the segregation pattern. The opposite materials distribution, i.e., an excess of fine 

particles at the heap apex, was determined after the filling of twelve tons as a result of sifting 

and rolling. Here, the heap apex was situated in the silo center at the level of the opening in 

the filling chute. From then on, the fines content in the vicinity of the silo walls was equal to 

(16 t) or slightly lower than (20 t) in the centre of the silo. The central samples were no longer 

collected from the heap apex at the last two sampling levels because the apex moved horizon-

tally towards the upper end of the filling chute. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of fine particles (mass fraction below 0.125 mm in %-wt) for product 
I1 in intermediate silo A after filling of 4 t, 8 t, 12 t, 16 t and 20 t. 
 

 

 
Figure 15. Results for discharge of product I1 from intermediate silo A. 

 

 

The fines content was relatively constant during most of the discharge (see Figure 15), but the 

last one or two tons contained an excess of small particles. The fines content for the last two 

samples at discharge was slightly less than 55 %-wt and this practically equals the mean value 

(53 %-wt) for samples retrieved from the vicinity of the hopper walls after the filling of four 
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tons. In summary, similar segregation patterns were observed at filling and at discharge for 

product I1 in intermediate silo A as in the large silo experiments, despite the difference in silo 

size and in the auxiliary filling equipment as well as the fact that a different product was used. 

 

Figure 16 shows a schematic drawing of intermediate silo B, which has a cylindrical geometry 

and was manufactured of standard steel. In the experiments, products I2 and I3 were filled 

from bags containing one ton of material at rates of 25-30 kg/s. The material distribution re-

sulting from filling was determined by sampling with a scoop from the upper layers of the 

heap (in different horizontal positions and at varying levels of fill). Various color pigments 

were spread on the material surface at three or four different levels and their order of dis-

charge was observed visually at the outlet to determine the discharge flow patterns. A total of 

19 t was used in each experiment and filling was completed before discharge with a time de-

lay of some ten hours occurring between the end of filling and beginning of discharge. The 

silo was emptied in batches of one ton into an open bin and sampling across the entire dis-

charge stream was performed to determine the size distribution for the outflow. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Intermediate silo B. 
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Product I2 consists mainly of cement, hydrate lime, different limestone and sand size frac-

tions, and 0.2 %-wt of synthetic fibers. Product I3, on the other hand, is almost completely 

comprised of limestone. The hopper angles required for mass flow with product I2 and I3 

were determined to 67° and 69° (from the horizontal plane), respectively, for axially symmet-

ric silos made of standard steel on the basis of shear cell testing and the theory by Jenike [48]. 

In both experiments funnel flow discharge was confirmed by visually observing the order of 

discharge for the color pigments as well as by visual inspections of the powder surface during 

discharge. The color pigments added at the end of complete filling were the first to discharge 

in greater amounts. In the experiment with I2, bulk solids were withdrawn from only one half 

of the silo’s cross section during the early stages of discharge and several rat-holes, i.e., a kind 

of self-supporting channel inside the powder bed, developed later. This must have influenced 

the determined segregation at discharge. For product I3, rat-holes were not observed and ma-

terial was withdrawn quite uniformly over the cross section of the silo. 

 

Quantitative results for sampling at filling, i.e., the distribution of fine particles in the horizon-

tal direction at different levels of fill, for the experiments in intermediate silo B are presented 

in Paper II. Here, it will only be mentioned that a surplus of fines at the silo walls (up to 9 %-

wt units more than in the silo centre) was determined for product I2 at all sampling levels ex-

cluding one; no clear segregation occurred at the upper end of the hopper section. This was a 

somewhat surprising finding with possible consequences for the determined segregation at 

discharge, because material from this region usually discharges last in funnel flow silos. For 

product I3, the material distribution was uniform or only minor segregation in either direction, 

i.e., accumulation of fines at silo walls or in the silo centre, was observed. This result gives an 

indication of the particle size distribution required for embedding, fluidization and air current 

segregation to occur in silos of this size that are filled with free fall. 

 

Figure 17 depicts the fines content for the outflow with products I2 and I3. For I2 (subfigure 

a), some relatively large variations occurred during most of the discharge and the fines con-

tent seemed to increase towards the end. However, this trend was not as clear as for experi-

ments in the large silo and intermediate silo A. The unexpected material distribution (no clear 

segregation) at the level of the upper end of the hopper section, eccentric flow during the early 

stages of discharge and rat-holing were the most probable reasons for these findings. For I3 

(Figure 17b), the size distribution for the outflow was rather constant and no surplus of fines 

was withdrawn towards the end of complete emptying. It is interesting to compare the results 
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Figure 17. Results at discharge of product I2 (a) and I3 (b) from intermediate silo B. 

 

 

for product I3 in intermediate silo B (18 m3) and product L1 in the large silo (70 m3, Fig-

ure 11a) because the size distributions for these products are similar (cf. Figure 9) at least in 

comparison to the other products (L2-L4, I1 and I2). Even though the material distribution as 

a result of filling was not determined for L1 in the large silo, it is very likely that fine particles 

accumulated at the silo walls at the level of the upper hopper section (cf. Figure 10) because 

of the determined segregation at the end of discharge. The discrepancy between the results for 

I3 and L1 may be partly explained by the difference in silo size. In summary, the segregation 

patterns observed for the experiments in the large silo and in intermediate silo A could be 

reproduced for product I2, but not for I3, in intermediate silo B. 
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Figure 18. Particle size distributions (determined mainly by sieving) for the (a) raw materials 
and (b) mixture used in the small scale experiment (size distribution for cement obtained by 
laser diffraction and given on number basis). 
 

 

5.3. Small scale 

 

Figure 18 depicts the particle size distributions for the raw materials (subfigure a) and the 

mixture (subfigure b) used in the small scale experiment. The mixing of cement, limestone 

and sand in equal mass produces a mixture (S) with properties, i.e., fines content, mean parti-

cle size and width of size distribution, similar to the commercial products L3 and I1 included 

in the aforementioned experiments. These raw materials were chosen because they are com-

monly used in commercial construction products. Flow properties for mixture S were meas-

ured with a shear cell and the hopper angle required for mass flow in a hopper made of stain-
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less steel was determined to 71° from the horizontal plane [48]. The mixture was prepared at a 

production plant and was packed in 25 kg bags. One experiment was performed in the small 

silo with a total of 400 kg of powder mixture. 

 

A 0.5 m3 cylindrical silo was constructed for investigating different features related to the 

segregation of commercial construction materials in larger silos. The essential details of the 

small silo are given in Figure 19 and a photograph of the silo setup is shown in Figure 20a. 

The silo consists of a vertical section of variable height (Hcylinder) made of standard steel and 

an interchangeable hopper section. Hoppers were manufactured from stainless steel with dif-

ferent angles (θhopper) and outlet diameters (doutlet). A separate filling hopper (with outlet diam-

eter denoted dinlet in Figure 19) was aligned centrally above the silo. In this experiment 

dinlet = 150 mm, Hcylinder = 1500 mm, θhopper = 60° and doutlet = 200 mm. The silo was filled in 

batches of 50 kg meaning that two bags of powder mixture were put into the filling hopper 

and then discharged into the silo. The filling of 400 kg was completed before discharge. The 

average filling rate for all batches was about 1 kg/s, but variations occurred and different 

mean filling rates for individual batches were observed. 

 

During filling, samples were collected from the surface layers of the heap in the radial posi-

tions C and P at some of the levels of fill, illustrated in Figure 7a and b, for determining the 

initial material distribution. Sampling was also performed throughout the discharging process 

to determine the size distribution for the outflow. For this purpose, a sampling device was 

built consisting of a plywood sheet with openings large enough for the discharge stream to 

pass through and polycarbonate pieces for collecting the samples, see Figures 20b-d. The 

sampling device (subfigure b) was put on rails so that it could be slid back and forth across 

the silo outlet (subfigure c). This made it possible to collect samples of appropriate size de-

spite variations in the discharge rate. Hollows were cut into the polycarbonate pieces (subfig-

ure d) and they could be easily removed from the plywood sheet for retrieval of the powder 

samples. In this experiment samples of 50-150 g were collected and sieved. The silo was emp-

tied in batches of 80 kg into bins positioned on top of a scale, which enabled sampling of the 

outflow at regular intervals for the withdrawn powder mass. 
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Figure 19. Small silo. 

 

 

 
Figure 20. Images of the small silo setup. (a) Vertical section, hopper section and discharge 
bin (no sampling device), (b) close-up of silo outlet with sampling device, (c) two different 
sampling devices made of plywood sheet and polycarbonate pieces, and (d) close-up of poly-
carbonate sample collection pieces (middlemost filled with limestone powder). 
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A comparison of the hopper angle (71° from the horizontal plane) required for mass flow with 

mixture S and θhopper = 60° for the chosen hopper showed that funnel flow discharge should 

occur in the experiment. The discharge flow pattern was confirmed by visual inspection of the 

powder surface during discharge and also later through a similar experiment, where tracer 

objects were utilized for determining the emptying order for the silo contents (see next sec-

tion). 

 

Results at filling for the small silo experiment can be studied in Figure 21, which shows the 

distribution of fine particles (mass fraction below 0.125 m) in the silo centre and at the silo 

walls for levels of fill corresponding to 100-400 kg. The figure shows that a surplus of fine 

particles was obtained at the silo walls at all sampling levels, but less segregation, defined as 

the difference between the mass fraction of fines at the silo walls and in the silo centre, oc-

curred compared to the majority of experiments in larger scale (see results for products L3, I1 

and I2 above). Still, it is obvious that the segregation pattern for commercial products at fill-

ing of larger silos was reproduced in this experiment despite the smaller silo size and the con-

siderable lower filling rates. 

 

 

 
Figure 21. Distribution of fine particles (mass fraction < 0.125 mm in %-wt) for mixture S in 
the small silo after filling of 100 kg, 200 kg, 300 kg and 400 kg. 
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Figure 22. Results for discharge of mixture S from the small silo. 

 

 

Figure 22 illustrates the results at discharge and shows that the temporal evolution for the size 

distribution in the outflow was similar to all large and intermediate silo experiments (exclud-

ing product I3 in intermediate silo B). More specifically, the fines content was quite constant 

during most of the discharge and increased at the end of complete emptying. 

 

The experiment with mixture S confirmed that the small silo can very well be used for study-

ing different aspects related to segregation of commercial construction products in larger si-

los. Even though the magnitude of segregation was different, the same segregation patterns 

were observed at filling and at discharge in all scales, which means that results for experi-

ments in reduced scale are general in nature and can be applied, albeit with some caution, to 

practical cases. Three further experiments were performed with mixture S in the small silo in 

order to confirm the most significant segregation mechanisms for commercial products in 

larger silos (see next section) and extensive testing with different mixtures was carried out for 

investigating the effects of material properties, process parameters and hopper angle on segre-

gation (see section 7). A dimensional analysis study was then performed based on all silo ex-

periments and the results of this investigation are presented in section 8. 
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6. Identification of relevant segregation mechanisms 

 

The results for experiments with commercial construction products in large and intermediate 

size silos were discussed in the previous section. In these experiments, accumulation of fine 

particles to the silo walls occurred during filling as a result of the embedding, fluidization and 

air current segregation mechanisms. The size distribution for the outflow was relatively con-

stant during most of the discharge, but the fines content increased towards the point of com-

plete emptying. It is most likely that the large silo discharged in expanded flow and the inter-

mediate size silos emptied in funnel flow. The results presented in the previous section also 

showed that the segregation patterns for commercial products in large silos could be repro-

duced with a three-component mixture (S) in a much smaller silo. However, the extent to 

which sifting and rolling occurred during silo discharge was not clarified. Segregation at fun-

nel flow discharge is affected by these mechanisms because fine particles sift through the 

powder matrix downwards to the hopper walls and are withdrawn during the later stages of 

complete emptying. Rolling of large particles on the surface of the powder bed during funnel 

flow discharge has the same effect, i.e., the last parts of discharge are depleted of coarse parti-

cles. In order to determine the most significant segregation mechanisms for dry mineral-based 

construction materials in silos, three additional experiments were performed with mixture S in 

the small silo. These experiments are referred as the second (S2), third (S3) and fourth (S4) 

experiment with mixture S while the experiment discussed in the previous section is called the 

first (S1). Results for all experiments with mixture S in the small silo were presented in Pa-

per II of this thesis work. 

 

Mixture S consists of cement, limestone and sand in equal mass. The particle size distribu-

tions for the raw materials and mixture S are given in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows a schematic 

drawing of the small silo and images of the experimental setup are given in Figure 20. The 

experimental procedures (for filling, discharge and sampling) for tests performed in the small 

silo were also elaborated in the previous section. Markers were utilized in the fourth experi-

ment with mixture S (S4) to clarify whether the small silo emptied in mass flow or funnel 

flow. Figure 7 illustrates the initial placement for the tracer objects and illustrative results for 

imaginative experiments with mass flow and funnel flow discharge of the silo contents are 

depicted in Figure 8. 
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Figure 23. Results for the second experiment with mixture S (S2) at filling (a) and discharge 
(b) of the small silo. Mass fraction below 0.125 mm according to mixture formulation is 
shown by the dotted lines. 
 

 

Results for the second experiment with mixture S (S2) can be seen in Figure 23. This test in-

cluded a total of 200 kg of powder mixture, i.e., half of the amount used in the first experi-

ment (S1). Subgraph (a) shows that fine particles accumulated at the silo walls at both sam-

pling levels and subgraph (b) indicates that the size distribution for the outflow was similar to 

S1 (cf. Figure 22). In both experiments (S1 and S2), the fines content in the output started 

increasing with 40-50 kg of powder left in the silo. 
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Figure 24. Results for the third experiment with mixture S (S3) at filling (a) and discharge (b) 
of the small silo. 
 

 

Figure 24 gives the results for the third experiment with mixture S (S3). In this test, the first 

200 kg (up to Level 4 in Figure 7b) were filled directly from bags containing the mixture with 

minimal free fall distance and the last 200 kg were filled through the filling hopper. Results 

for filling (Figure 24a) indicate that the average fines content in the vicinity of the silo walls 

at Level 2 was approximately 49 %-wt, which is a somewhat lower value compared to the 

results at this level of fill for S1 (55 %-wt) and S2 (52 %-wt). At Level 4, the material distri-

bution in S3 was uniform whereas segregation clearly occurred in S1 (cf. Figure 21) and es-

pecially in S2 (cf. Figure 23). In S3, slightly higher amounts of fines were determined near the 

silo walls compared to the silo center at Level 6 and Level 8. The fines content for the outflow 

in S3 (see Figure 24b) was rather constant throughout the discharging process and no clear 
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increase of the fines content occurred at the end of complete emptying as in S1 and S2. This 

was the result of little or no segregation at the lower levels of silo fill, i.e., the material distri-

bution over the silo’s cross section was relatively uniform at Level 2 and especially at Level 4 

in S3. 

 

The fourth experiment with mixture S (S4) is identical to S1, i.e., 400 kg of powder was used 

and was filled through the filling hopper. The results for tracer objects in S4 are depicted in 

Figure 25, where the moment of exit for each tracer has been expressed as the fractional mass 

discharged from the silo (explained in section 3.4). The columns and error bars denote the 

mean and standard deviation, respectively, for all tracer objects initially placed in the M- and 

P-position (see Figure 7a and b) at identical levels of fill. The order of exit for tracer objects 

in S4 suggests that the silo discharged in funnel flow (cf. Figure 8b). Tracers seeded next to 

the silo walls were clearly withdrawn in a “first-in-last-out” sequence whereas markers placed 

halfway between the walls and the silo centre (on average) exited slightly before the peripher-

al ones that were originally placed at the same level. On the basis of the results for tracer ob-

jects in S4, powder mixture initially located near the silo walls at Levels 1-3 emptied last. 

Markers placed in the silo centre at Levels 2-7 exited later than expected, which was most 

likely caused by the horizontal movement of these tracers or bulk material from centre of 

 

 

 
Figure 25. Results for tracer objects in the fourth experiment with mixture S (S4) in the small 
silo. Fractional mass discharged = mi/mtot,exp, where mi expresses the mass of powder mixture 
discharged from the silo at withdrawal of tracer i and mtot,exp denotes the total mass of mixture 
used in the experiment. 
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the silo towards the walls before the beginning of discharge. Presumably, such reordering of 

the silo contents was caused by the filling of additional material. 

 

On the basis of the results for tracer objects in S4, it can be assumed that funnel flow occurred 

in all small silo tests with mixture S (S1-S4) because the same hopper was used. Comparison 

of the results for S1-S3 shows that sifting and rolling did not occur to a significant extent dur-

ing silo discharge. The main findings for the experiments S1-S3 are summarized in Figure 26, 

where results for filling (subfigure a) show the difference (Δ< 0.125 mm) for the mass fraction 

less than 0.125 mm between samples taken at the silo walls and in the silo centre for Level 2 

and Level 4. A positive value for Δ< 0.125 mm means that an excess of fines was observed next 

to the silo walls. Here, only the mean values for multiple samples obtained at the silo walls for 

a specific level are used, i.e., standard deviations are omitted. In Figure 26b, the mass fraction 

less than 0.125 mm for samples obtained at emptying is depicted against the mass of powder 

mixture left in the silo at sample collection. Segregation at the end of complete emptying was 

hardly affected even though the total mass of material was reduced from 400 kg in S1 to 

200 kg in S2, where similar segregation occurred in the lower parts of the silo during filling. 

Furthermore, no significant segregation at the end of emptying was observed in S3, where the 

material distribution over the silo’s cross section at the lower levels of fill was nearly uniform. 

If sifting and/or rolling would have occurred during funnel flow discharge, segregation at the 

end of complete discharge should have been more severe in S1 compared to S2, and some 

segregation at the end of emptying should have been determined in S3 as discussed in the 

beginning of this section. The statement that sifting does not occur is supported by the find-

ings presented in [13,14], where the necessary conditions for the occurrence of sifting are 

reported. Among other features, a sufficiently large mean particle size (approx. > 100 μm) and 

free flowing material are required for this segregation mechanism to take place, and these 

requirements are not fulfilled by virtually any of the materials of interest here. Moreover, in 

all of the experiments discussed so far in this thesis, avalanching of small powder segments 

on the surface of the bed was observed during discharge. This limits the rolling of large parti-

cles because these are surrounded by and locked in a matrix of smaller particles. The large 

particles are mostly cubic in shape (see images of sand and limestone particles in Figure 1), 

which further suppresses the rolling mechanism during discharge. 

 

The findings and conclusions presented in this section are not limited to mixture S and the 

small silo, because of the similarities of the results for experiments performed in varying silo 
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Figure 26. Results for experiments S1-S3 at filling (a) and discharge (b). Δ< 0.125 mm expresses 
the difference for the mass fraction less than 0.125 mm between samples obtained at the silo 
walls and in the silo centre. Mass in silo denotes the mass of powder mixture left in the silo at 
sample collection. 
 

 

sizes that were elaborated in the previous section. Segregation of commercial construction 

products at the end of complete emptying of silos is determined by the extent of horizontal 

segregation induced at the levels of fill that are withdrawn last. The material that discharges 

last is, on the other hand, determined by the discharge flow pattern. Segregation at silo filling 

is caused by embedding, fluidization and air current effects, and, therefore, these are the most 

important segregation mechanisms in the context of the systems studied in this thesis work. 
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7. Investigation of the effects of independent variables 

 

In this section, a brief summary of the main findings from further experiments in the small 

silo are presented. These tests were performed in order to clarify the effects of material prop-

erties, process parameters and hopper angle on segregation. The results of these tests are elab-

orated especially in Paper III and Paper IV, and partly in Paper V of this thesis. 

 

The raw materials utilized in these additional tests include two sand fractions, three limestone 

fractions, a glue, Portland cement and hydrated lime. The properties of the raw materials are 

summarized in Table 2, where the mean particle size (d50) decreases from top to bottom, i.e., 

sand 1 is the coarsest raw material and hydrated lime is the finest. The particle solid density 

(ρs) is highest for cement, similar for all sand and limestone fractions, slightly lower for hy-

drated lime and clearly the lowest for glue. Sand 2, limestone 2 and cement obtain small nega-

tive charges, but hydrated lime becomes positively charged when electrically neutralized 

samples of the raw materials slide into a Faraday pail through a grounded stainless steel tube. 

Figure 1 gives images of the individual particles of the raw materials and shows that the 

shapes are mainly cubic. The flow properties for some of the raw materials were determined 

 

 

Table 2. Properties for raw materials used in the small silo experiments. 

Raw material d10 

(mm) 

d50 

(mm) 

d90 

(mm) 

ρs 

(kg/m3) 

Charge c 

(nC/g) 

Sand 1 1.12 1.71 a 2.99 2760 - d 

Sand 2 0.51 0.76 a 1.04 2762 -0.38 (±0.10) 

Limestone 1 0.20 0.45 a 0.70 2779 - d 

Limestone 2 0.06 0.19 a 0.41 2600 -1.25 (±0.21) 

Limestone 3 0.010 0.113 b 0.220 2796 - d 

Glue 0.025 0.105 b 0.241 1210 - d 

Cement 0.001 0.010 b 0.035 3103 -1.82 (±0.24) 

Hydrated lime 0.001 0.005 b 0.053 2336 20.90 (±2.56) 
a. Determined by sieving, distribution given on mass basis. 
b. Determined with laser diffraction, distribution given on number basis. 
c. Average of ten tests performed at 22 °C and 30 % relative humidity. The standard deviation of all tests is giv-
en in parenthesis. 
d. Not determined. 
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with a shear cell and the results (not given here) showed that the degree of cohesion increases 

with decreasing mean particle size, e.g., sand 2 and limestone 2 are free flowing whereas ce-

ment and hydrated lime are (very) cohesive. 

 

Experiments were performed with six binary (M1-M6) and three ternary (M7-M9) mixtures. 

The mixtures were prepared on mass basis with an industrial mixer at a construction material 

producing plant and packed in 20 kg or 25 kg bags. Table 3 gives the mixture compositions in 

terms of the mass fractions of raw materials. The binary mixtures M1-M3 are composed of 

sand 2 and cement in varying mass fractions, whereas the binary mixtures M4-M6 include 

sand 2 as the coarse component and either limestone 3 (M4) or glue (M5 and M6) as the fine 

component. Mixtures M7 (denoted mixture S in sections 5 and 6) and M8 are composed of 

sand, limestone and cement in equal mass, but the coarse and intermediate components are 

coarser for M8. In mixture M9, the fine component of M8 is substituted by hydrated lime. 

 

Additional properties of the mixtures can be studied in Table 4. A suitable cut-off size, chosen 

on the basis of the raw material size distributions, was determined for each mixture in order to 

separate the samples collected in the experiments into fine and coarse fractions. The particle 

size ratio (d50,c/d50,f) expresses the ratio of the mean particle size for the coarse and fine 

 

 

Table 3. Compositions, i.e., mass fractions of raw materials in %-wt, for the mixtures 
used in the small silo experiments. S = sand, LS = limestone and HL = hydrated 
lime. 
Mixture S1 S2 LS1 LS2 LS3 Glue Cement HL 

M1  90     10  

M2  70     30  

M3  50     50  

M4  50   50    

M5  50    50   

M6  75    25   

M7 a  33.4  33.3   33.3  

M8 33.4  33.3    33.3  

M9 33.4  33.3     33.3 
a. Denoted mixture S in sections 5 and 6. 
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Table 4. Additional properties for the mixtures used in the small silo experiments. 

Mixture dcut-off 

(mm) 

d50,c/d50,f 

(-) 

ρs,c/ρs,f 

(-) 

xmoisture a 

(%-wt) 

Flow properties b 

M1 0.250 76 0.9 0.20 Free or easy 

M2 0.250 76 0.9 0.30 Easy 

M3 0.250 76 0.9 0.30 Cohesive 

M4 0.300 7 1.0 0.30 - c 

M5 0.300 7 2.3 0.50 Free 

M6 0.300 7 2.3 0.40 - c 

M7 0.125 76 0.9 - c Cohesive 

M8 0.125 171 0.9 0.25 Cohesive 

M9 0.125 342 1.2 0.40 Cohesive 
a. Determined by weight loss after drying (12 h, approx. 100°C). 
b. Determined with a shear cell and with classification according to Jenike [48]. 
c. Not determined. 
 

 

fractions. Likewise, the particle solid density ratio (ρs,c/ρs,f) for the coarse and fine fraction 

was determined for each mixture. The choice of raw materials for the mixtures was partly 

influenced by the desire to include a wide range of values for the particle size and solid densi-

ty ratio. The moisture contents were determined by weight loss after drying, which showed 

that the mixtures contain very small amounts of water. Flow properties were determined for 

some of the mixtures with a shear cell. Classification according to Jenike [48] reveals that the 

mixtures range from free flowing to (very) cohesive. 

 

A schematic drawing of the small silo is given in Figure 19. The experimental procedures, 

i.e., filling, discharge and sampling, for the experiments presented in this section are similar to 

the tests (in the small silo) discussed in sections 5.3 and 6. Samples were collected in different 

horizontal positions at varying vertical levels (cf. Figure 7a and b) during filling and also 

throughout the discharging process. In Figure 7b, the masses for the sampling levels corre-

spond to successive fillings of two 25 kg bags and are representative of the majority of mix-

tures. Different values (40 kg for Level 1, 80 kg for Level 2, etc.) were obtained for M5 and 

M9 because they were packed in bags containing only 20 kg (compared to 25 kg for the oth-

ers) as a result of the lower bulk density. In the majority of experiments, the discharge flow 

pattern was determined with tracer objects according to procedures explained in section 3.4. 
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Because some unexplainable variations are always obtained in experimental work and espe-

cially in the case of powder flow, three repeated tests were performed with mixtures M1 and 

M8 in order to assess the reproducibility of the experiments. 

 

The results of sampling at filling are presented as follows: the mean mass fraction of fines for 

samples collected in the vicinity of the silo walls (position P in Figure 7b) was normalized 

against the fines content for the sample obtained in the silo centre at the same level of fill. A 

value exceeding unity for this “fines ratio” means that a surplus of fine particles has accumu-

lated at the silo walls. Each sampling level was treated separately and the fines ratios are de-

picted against the free fall distance (denoted hff in Figure 7b), i.e., the vertical distance from 

the filling hopper outlet to the heap apex at the time of sampling. 

 

The fines content for samples collected during emptying in one experiment was normalized 

against the mean fines content for all samples obtained at discharge in the experiment. The 

mass discharged from the silo at collection of sample i (mi) was normalized against the total 

mass of mixture used in the test (mtot,exp) and these normalized values are referred to as frac-

tional mass discharged. Results for the repeated experiments with mixtures M1 and M8 (at 

filling and at discharge) were averaged. 

 

 

7.1. Material properties 

 

Even though segregation of powder mixtures (handled in silos) in principle could be affected 

by a range of material characteristics, the analysis presented in this subsection is restricted to 

studying the effects of the mass fraction of fines, the particle size ratio and the particle solid 

density ratio. Furthermore, process conditions and silo design may influence segregation, but 

these aspects are covered in the forthcoming subsections. 

 

Table 5 summarizes the experimental conditions in a number tests performed for clarifying 

the effects of the aforementioned material parameters. The tests were done with an identical 

silo setup, i.e., with Hcylinder = 1.25 m and θhopper = 60°, in order to minimize the effects of the 

equipment. Even though various filling hopper outlets (dinlet), silo outlets (doutlet), total mix-

tures masses (mtot,exp) and filling batch sizes (mbatch) were used, the effects of these features on 

segregation are most likely small. Likewise, the influence of variations in the discharge rate 
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Table 5. Experimental conditions in the small silo tests with Hcylinder = 1.25 m 
and θhopper = 60°. 
Mixture Test nr dinlet 

(mm) 

doutlet 

(mm) 

mtot,exp 

(kg) 

mbatch a 

(kg) 

ṁin b 

(kg/s) 

ṁout b 

(kg/s) 

M1 1 100 100 500 50 6.25 ± - c 0.55 ± 0.03 

 2 100 100 500 50 6.47 ± 0.12 0.56 ± 0.05 

 3 100 100 500 50 6.52 ± 0.20 0.56 ± 0.03 

M2 1 100 100 375 50 2.00 ± 0.26 0.47 ± 0.12 

M3 1 100 100 500 50 Low c Low c 

M4 1 150 100 375 50 3.89 ± 2.52 0.46 ± 0.06 

M5 1 150 100 320 40 3.33 ± 0.43 0.23 ± 0.04 

M6 1 150 100 390 50 2.54 ± 0.15 - d 

M7 1 150 200 400 25 0.32 ± 0.25 0.28 ± 0.06 

M8 1 150 200 400 25 4.36 ± 2.33 0.20 ± 0.03 

 2 150 200 400 25 4.76 ± 1.89 0.19 ± 0.04 

 3 150 200 400 25 5.43 ± 2.58 0.19 ± 0.04 

M9 1 150 200 380 20 6.06 ± 2.69 0.21 ± 0.01 
a. Mass of material filled into the silo at a time. 
b. Mean rate and standard deviation for all batches filled/discharged in the experiment. 
c. Rate could not be measured accurately because flow from the filling hopper was erratic as a result of arching. 
d. Not measured. 
 

 

on the results can be considered negligible. The filling rate could have affected the material 

distribution induced during filling and, therefore, it could also have had an impact on the seg-

regation at silo discharge (discussed in the next subsection). Results for tracer objects showed 

that funnel flow according to the illustration given in Figure 5b occurred in nearly all tests. In 

the experiments with mixture M1, where tracer objects were not used, the silo may have dis-

charged in the (funnel flow) pattern shown in Figure 5c. 

 

Results for the experiments with mixtures M1 and M3 are shown in Figure 27. Subgraph (a) 

shows that the mass fraction of fines has a significant effect on the segregation pattern at fill-

ing. At nearly all levels of fill, for M1 (low fines content) an excess of fine particles were ob-

tained in the silo center as a result of sifting and rolling. For M3 (high fines content), the op-

posite material distribution was determined as a result of embedding, fluidization and air cur-

rent effects. Results for M1 indicate that the unexplainable variations are rather large. For  
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Figure 27. Results for mixtures M1 (three repeated tests) and M3 at filling (a) and at discharge 
(b) in the small silo experiments. Fines ratio expresses the ratio for the mean fines content of 
all samples collected at the silo walls and the fines content in the silo centre. The normalized 
fines content at discharge is obtained by normalization of the mass fraction of fines for the 
samples against the average fines content for all samples obtained at discharge. Fractional 
mass discharge = mi/mtot,exp, where mi denotes the mass of powder mixture withdrawn from 
the silo at collection of sample i and mtot,exp the total mass of mixture used in the experiment. 
 

 

both mixtures, the material distribution was clearly influenced by the free fall distance (hff), 

i.e., the mass fraction of fines at the silo walls increased with increasing hff. For M1 (giving 

excess fines in the silo centre) this meant reduced segregation whereas for M3 (giving a sur-

plus of fines at the silo walls) the segregation was increased. The effect of the free fall dis-

tance will be further clarified in the next subsection. The results for mixture M2 (not given 
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here) were somewhere between the results for M1 and M3 meaning that the material distribu-

tion for M2 was rather uniform at nearly all sampling levels. 

 

Figure 27b shows the results for M1 and M3 at discharge and illustrates the effect of the ini-

tial material distribution on the size distribution for the outflow. For both mixtures the fines 

content was quite constant for most of the discharge. However, the outflow became depleted 

of fines for M1 and contained a surplus of fines for M3 at the end of complete emptying. Mix-

ing of bulk solids from various radial positions at different levels of fill presumably produced 

a constant size distribution for the outflow until the last stages of emptying. At some point, 

the silo contents became depleted of fine particles for M1 and contained a surplus of fines for 

M3. For M1, percolation or sifting may have occurred during discharge because the masses of 

fine particle for the last samples were significantly lower than the mass fraction of fines for 

any of the samples obtained in the vicinity of the silo walls at filling. This is true especially 

for those samples collected at hff ≈ 1.25 m that, presumably, correspond to the last material to 

discharge. The error bars for M1 in Figure 27b show that the largest variations were obtained 

for the last samples. However, a depletion of fines at the end of complete emptying was ob-

tained in all three repeated tests. It will also be mentioned that rat-holing was observed during 

discharge of M3, which shows that the silo discharged in funnel flow, but tracer objects were 

not used to confirm this. Moreover, in the tests with M1 and M3 the decrease/increase of the 

fines content at the end of complete emptying occurred rather abruptly. For mixture M2, the 

size composition for the outflow was relatively constant throughout the discharging process 

and no clear increase or decrease of the fines content was determined. 

 

It is interesting to compare the results obtained for mixtures M1-M3 with the findings of other 

investigators. For free flowing particulate solids segregation can be decreased by increasing 

the cohesiveness, for example, by adding small amounts of liquids [13]. However, many of 

the materials of interest here are not free flowing. The degree of cohesion for mixtures M1-

M3 increases when the mass fraction of cement is increased (cf. Table 4). Strictly speaking, 

the mixture will not be the same anymore when the mass fractions of the components are 

changed even though the same raw materials are used. Accumulation of fine particles in the 

silo center was determined in the experiments with mixture M1 (free flowing) but not in the 

test with M2 (easy flowing), which is in accordance with the findings reported in [13]. Segre-

gation with accumulation of fines at the silo walls was obtained for mixture M3 (cohesive), 

i.e., an increase of the cohesiveness induced segregation. The explanation for this discrepancy 
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clearly lies in the segregation mechanisms, which were different for M1 and M3. However, 

the results for mixtures M2 and M3 imply that segregation may increase as a result of in-

creased cohesiveness for initially non free flowing bulk solids. The influence of fine particle 

concentration on segregation was also discussed in [6], where it was reported that sifting seg-

regation in general becomes significant when the fraction of fines is 15-30 % or less and flu-

idization apparently leading to vertical segregation is important when the fines content ex-

ceeds 60-80 %. Results for mixture M1 are accordant with the former statement. However, the 

results for mixture M3 as well as the results for the majority of experiments presented in sec-

tions 5 and 6 indicate that fluidization is partly responsible for inducing horizontal segregation 

at values for the concentration of fine particles much lower than 60-80 %. 

 

Figure 28a illustrates the results for mixtures M4 and M5 at filling. For all sampling levels, 

the material distribution for M4 (limestone as fine component) was uniform. For M5 (glue as 

fine component) the concentration of fine particles next to the silo walls was considerably 

greater than the fines content in the silo centre. This must be explained by the difference in 

the particle solid density for the fine components in these mixtures, because the other material 

properties, i.e., the mass fractions and the particle size distributions for limestone and glue, 

are practically identical. The solid density for glue particles is considerably lower than for 

limestone (cf. Table 2). This demonstrates the importance of considering the particle solid 

densities in studies of the segregation of particulate systems subjected to free fall, which was 

also stressed by Tang and Puri [6]. 

 

Comparison of the results for M3 (see Figure 27a) and M4 at silo filling, on the other hand, 

vividly illustrates the effect of the particle size ratio. For these two mixtures, the mass frac-

tions of fine/coarse component (cf. Table 3) are identical. Considerable concentration of fine 

particles to the silo walls was obtained for the former mixture whereas no segregation was 

determined for the latter. This finding can only be explained by the higher particle size ratio 

for M3. Interestingly, the free fall distance had no effect on the outcome in light of the results 

for mixtures M4 and M5. For M6 (results not shown here), where the mass fraction of glue 

particles was reduced to half of that in M5, a surplus of fine particles at the silo walls was 

observed at all sampling levels. However, less segregation occurred with M6 compared to M5 

and for M6 the segregation slightly decreased with decreasing free fall distance. 
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Figure 28. Results for mixtures M4 and M5 at filling (a) and at discharge (b) in the small silo 
experiments. Notation is clarified in the caption of Figure 27. 
 

 

The size distributions for the outflows in the experiments with mixtures M4 and M5 are de-

picted in Figure 28b. The fines content was almost constant or slightly decreased for M4 and 

showed an increasing trend with rather large fluctuations for M5. Results for M4 can be ex-

plained by the initially uniform material distribution and the fact that sifting or percolation 

apparently did not occur during funnel flow discharge. For M5, an abrupt increase of the fines 

content at the end of discharge like that observed in the experiment with mixture M3 (cf. Fig-

ure 27b), was not determined. The reasons for this finding are not clear, although it may be 

speculated that this was caused by differences in the flow properties for the mixtures: M3 is 

cohesive whereas M5 is free flowing. It is possible that the discharge flow pattern was not 
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identical for these two mixtures even though funnel flow could be verified for both (by visual 

inspection for M3 and with marker objects for M5). 

 

Figure 29a depicts results for mixtures M8 and M9 at silo filling. Fine particles were accumu-

lated at the silo walls with both mixtures and segregation increased with increasing free fall 

distance. However, the segregation was much stronger for mixture M9, which was caused by 

the combined effect of the particle size and solid density ratio. The particle size ratio 

(d50,c/d50,f in Table 4) and the particle solid density ratio (ρs,c/ρs,f ) are higher for M9, which are 

the result of the slightly smaller mean particle size and the clearly lower particle solid density 

for hydrated lime compared to cement. Results for mixture M7 (not shown here) exhibited a 

similar segregation pattern, i.e., fine particles were concentrated to the silo walls at nearly all 

sampling levels, but the magnitude of segregation was somewhat lower than for M8. This 

difference must be caused by the wider particle size distribution of M8. However, the mass 

fraction of fines for M7 (43 %-wt) is slightly higher than for M8 (35 %-wt), which probably 

compensated for the effect of the particle size distribution. This is supported by the results for 

M2 and M3, where segregation increased (or was induced) with increasing fines content in the 

range 30-50 %-wt. Results for M8 show that the unexplainable variations were much smaller 

compared to mixture M1, especially at the higher levels of fill or with smaller free fall dis-

tances. 

 

Results for M8 and M9 at discharge are shown in Figure 29b. Again, it can be concluded that 

the size distribution at the end of complete discharge was determined by the initial material 

distribution at the upper end of the hopper section (hff ≈ 1.25 m). Mixing of bulk solids from 

different radial positions at various levels of fill led to a fairly uniform mass fraction of fine 

particles during most of the discharge and the fines content increased at the end of complete 

emptying. For M8 the temporal evolution for the fines content in the outflow was similar to 

the experiment with mixture M3, i.e., increased abruptly at the end. During discharge of M8, 

the variations of the fines content were largest for the final samples, but an increase of the 

mass fraction of fines occurred in all three repeated experiments. For M9, the mass fraction of 

fine particles started increasing earlier and this was most likely caused by the strong segrega-

tion induced during filling. Interestingly, the discharge results for M9 are rather different from 

the results for mixture M5 (cf. Figure 28b) that also segregated significantly during filling, but 

did not show an abrupt increase of the fines content at the end of complete emptying. This 

finding can only tentatively be explained by differences in the cohesiveness of the mixtures. 
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Figure 29. Results for mixtures M8 (three repeated tests) and M9 at filling (a) and at discharge 
(b) in the small silo experiments. Notation is clarified in the caption of Figure 27. 
 

 

7.2. Process parameters 

 

Some further experiments were performed with mixtures M7 and M8 (see Table 6) and the 

results from these tests were analyzed together with the results for experiments discussed in 

the previous subsection (cf. Table 5). The goal was to clarify the effects of certain process 

parameters and the hopper angle on segregation. In this subsection, the influence of the sur-

face profile of the deposited powder bed, the free fall distance and the filling rate on segrega-

tion is elaborated. The effect of the hopper angle on segregation at silo discharge is presented 

in the next subsection. 
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Table 6. Experimental conditions for further tests in the small silo with dinlet = 150 mm and 
doutlet = 200 mm. 
Mixture Test nr Hcylinder 

(m) 

θhopper 

(°) 

mtot,exp 

(kg) 

ṁin 

(kg/s) 

ṁout 

(kg/s) 

Discharge pattern 

M7 2 1 75 400 0.95 ± 0.06 0.50 ± 0.11 Mass flow 

M8 4 1.25 60 800 4.92 ± 2.73 0.21 ± 0.03 Funnel flow 

M8 5 1.25 45 350 5.65 ± 2.92 0.23 ± 0.11 Funnel flow 

M8 6 1.25 75 400 1.41 ± 1.49 - a Mass flow 
a. Not measured. 

 

 

Figure 30 presents results for the fourth experiment with M8, where the silo was first filled 

with 400 kg of powder mixture, and then discharged and filled successively with 100 kg until 

a total of 800 kg had been filled. Accumulation of fine particles at the silo walls was deter-

mined for all sampling levels, but segregation increased during intermittent discharge and 

filling. During this process, the free fall distance at the time of sampling was constant, but the 

surface profile changed from a heap (inverted V-shape) to a V-shape as a result of material 

being discharged from the silo. The distribution of fine particles was clearly influenced by the 

shape of the powder surface and the segregation was quite strong even though the free fall 

distance (hff ≈ 0.66 m) was relatively small. Again, the reason for this is not clear, but the re-

sult is important because concurrent filling and discharge of product silos regularly occurs 

during normal production conditions at construction material plants. Moreover, periods with 

discharge but no filling occur when the throughput rate for the packing machine is less than 

the capacity of the mixer. In such situations, the powder surface becomes V-shaped when the 

silo empties in funnel flow and stronger segregation may later occur at discharge, in case the 

level of fill is (vertically) close to the transition from hopper to vertical section. This is be-

cause of the clear relation between the material distribution at the fill levels that are dis-

charged last and segregation at complete emptying. Results for sampling at discharge in the 

fourth test with M8 (not given here, but see Paper IV) showed a similar trend for the size dis-

tribution of the outflow as in the first three (repeated) experiments with this mixture: The 

fines content was rather constant during most of the discharging process and increased at the 

end. Results for tracer objects (also not shown here) indicated a reduction of the live or mov-

ing volume during intermittent discharge and filling. During this part of discharge, flow was  
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Figure 30. Effects of surface profile for powder bed on segregation at silo filling. The powder 
surface changes from a heap (inverted V-shape) to a V-shape as a result of material discharge, 
i.e., during intermittent filling and discharge. 
 

 

restricted to a central channel roughly of the size of the outlet and to the surface of the powder 

bed, which is typical for funnel flow. 

 

Results for many of the small silo experiments discussed so far suggest that segregation at silo 

filling is (strongly) affected by the free fall distance. However, definite conclusions cannot be 

drawn on the basis of single experiments because of the rather large variations. Therefore, the 

effect of the free fall distance was analyzed by use of the results for the majority of tests with 

mixture M8. The results of this analysis are summarized in Figure 31, which confirms that 

segregation does decrease with decreasing free fall distance. Similar findings were reported 

by Carruthers [43] for the segregation of alumina powder in large storage silos. Lower mo-

mentum for the particles suppresses the embedding mechanism and weaker air currents are 

induced at smaller free fall distances. Moreover, at smaller free fall distances there is less time 

for the powder to mix with air and this should reduce fluidization segregation. Also, fluidiza-

tion caused by an abrupt change in the flow direction of the mixture at impact with the heap 

of previously deposited powder is decreased by the lower kinetic energy. 

 

A similar analysis was performed for clarifying the effects of the filling rate on segregation. 

On the basis of the results for a majority of the experiments with mixture M8, segregation 

decreased with increasing filling rate at the level hff ≈ 1.25 m, in agreement with findings re-

ported in [41,42]. However, segregation was unaffected at smaller free fall distances 
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Figure 31. Effects of free fall distance on segregation at silo filling (with trend line for the 
mean values and error bars depicting the standard deviations). Results for the majority of ex-
periments with mixture M8 in the small silo are included. 
 

 

(hff < 0.85 m). Fluctuations in the filling rate may have affected the results of the analysis and, 

hence, more work is needed for elaborating the effects of this parameter on segregation at silo 

filling. 

 

 

7.3. Hopper angle 

 

In this subsection the effects of the hopper angle on segregation at silo emptying are dis-

cussed. Figure 32 illustrates the results for three experiments with mixtures M7 and M8, 

where hoppers with different angles were used. In the fifth experiment with M8 (M8/5, 

θhopper = 45°), where accumulation of fine particles to the silo walls occurred at all sampling 

levels, some rather large fluctuations (possibly partly caused by the sampling procedure) were 

observed during most of the discharge. An increase of the fines content similar to the first 

three repeated experiments (θhopper = 60°) with this mixture (cf. Figure 29b) was obtained at 

the end of complete emptying. This suggests that the hopper angle in a funnel flow silo does 

not significantly affect segregation at silo discharge and is important because the headroom 

required for a silo with given capacity is smaller with less steep hoppers. In existing plants, 

the headroom available for silos is often restricted. Moreover, it is estimated that the total in-

vestment cost for a typical construction material producing plant, where silos constitute a sig 

nificant part of the processing equipment, increases by €50k when the height of the plant is 
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Figure 32. Effects of hopper angle on segregation at silo discharge (FF = funnel flow and 
MF = mass flow, see Table 6). Notation is clarified in the caption of Figure 27. 
 

 

increased by one meter. The height of the plant is also usually restricted by the building per-

mit. All of the above calls for shorter (lower) silos. 

 

Figure 32 also depicts results for experiments with mixture M7 (M7/2) and M8 (M8/6) where 

a hopper (θhopper = 75°) that induces mass flow discharge of the silo contents was used. Re-

sults for filling are not elaborated here, but for M7 the material distribution was uniform at the 

levels that were discharged last whereas in the experiment with M8 fine particles were accu-

mulated at the silo walls at these same levels. The difference between the results at discharge 

for these two experiments is fairly obvious; the fines content at the end of complete emptying 

was constant for M7 but increased for M8. This shows that horizontal segregation induced at 

the levels of fill that withdraw last is not entirely corrected for by mass flow and this is the 

result of the velocity gradients that always arise during the last stages of emptying in silos 

with this flow pattern [9,32]. The implications of this are again related to the silo height: Mass 

flow silos are taller than funnel flow silos of equal volume and segregation at emptying needs 

to be sufficiently reduced in order for the increased headroom to be justified. However, other 

benefits and drawbacks of mass flow (cf. Table 1) must also be kept in mind, which shows 

that optimal silo design is not a trivial task. 
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8. Regression models for segregation of powder mixtures in silos 

 

In the experiments discussed so far, the magnitude of segregation at silo filling was qualita-

tively shown to depend on several factors, such as mass fraction of fines, particle size ratio or 

width of particle size distribution, particle solid density ratio and free fall distance. Segrega-

tion at the end of complete discharge, on the other hand, was to a large extent determined by 

the material distribution at filling. Little or no segregation is caused by percolation or sifting 

even in cases of funnel flow discharge. Moreover, mass flow silos seem incapable of com-

pletely re-mixing bulk solids at the silo outlet when considerable side-to-side segregation has 

occurred at filling. However, quantitative analysis is needed for this information to be dissem-

inated and put into practical use. Based on data obtained from the experiments, this section 

elaborates the development of two regression models that quantitatively describe segregation 

at silo filling (“filling model”) and at the end of complete discharge (“discharge model”). This 

section is essentially a summary of Paper V. 

 

Tang and Puri [6] summarized the factors affecting the segregation of particulate solids. The-

se include material properties, process conditions and silo parameters. Incorporating all rele-

vant variables into models describing the related phenomena may, therefore, easily become 

unwieldy. The quality of fit for any model to an experimental data set may be improved by 

including more variables, but at some point this will result in loss of generality (“over-

fitting”), which should be avoided. Therefore, the aim was to find parsimonious models with 

reasonable descriptive capability while using a minimum number of variables. Furthermore, a 

goal was to use material properties, process parameters and silo characteristics that can be 

determined fairly easily and accurately. Procedures well-known from dimensional analysis 

[65] were used to derive dimensionless groups that could be combined into meaningful varia-

bles in the final models. 

 

Results for 25 experiments in silos of different size (0.5-70 m3) were used for parameter esti-

mation in the filling model. This resulted in a total of 419 data points, i.e., experimental val-

ues for the mass fraction of fine particles at the silo walls. For the discharge model, the large 

scale (70 m3) experiments were omitted because the hopper section, and especially its termi-

nal construction, deviates considerably from the other silos. A total of 26 data points, or ex-

perimental values for the mass of segregated powder mixture withdrawn at the end of com-

plete silo emptying, were available for parameter estimation in the discharge model. Schema-
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tic drawings of the silos can be found in Figure 10 (large silo), Figure 13 (intermediate silo 

A), Figure 16 (intermediate silo B) and Figure 19 (small silo). The experimental procedures 

and results for the tests were elaborated in sections 5-7. 

 

 

8.1. Filling 

 

In the filling model, the quantity to be predicted is the concentration of fine particles in the 

vicinity of the silo walls. After extensive testing with different variables, the following initial 

list of variables relevant for describing the quantity of interest was arrived at 

 

𝑚f,P = 𝑓(𝑚s,𝑚f,tot,silo,𝑚tot,silo,𝑑50,c,𝑑50,f,𝜌s,c,𝜌s,f,ℎff,𝐷silo,𝑑inlet) (1) 

 

where mf,P expresses the mass of fines in samples collected at the silo wall, ms is the sample 

mass, mf,tot,silo denotes the total mass of fine particles according to the formulation for the mix-

ture in a full silo, mtot,silo is the capacity of the silo expressed in units of mass (which for a spe-

cific silo depends on the mixture used), d50 and ρs are the median particle size and particle 

solid density, respectively, for the coarse (subscript c) and fine (subscript f) fraction. hff de-

notes the free fall distance at the time of sampling, Dsilo the silo diameter and dinlet the inlet 

diameter. Figure 33 further explains the meaning of these and other variables used in both 

models. The particle shape was not considered in the filling model, because mainly cubic par-

ticles (with the exception of fibers) were included in the powder mixtures. 

 

Following the rules of dimensional analysis [65], an expression composed of only dimension-

less groups was obtained from Eq. (1) 

 

 𝑚f,P
𝑚tot,silo

= 𝑓( 𝑚s
𝑚tot,silo

,𝑚f,tot,silo
𝑚tot,silo

, 𝑑50,c
𝑑50,f

, 𝜌s,c
𝜌s,f

, ℎff
𝐷silo

, 𝐷silo
𝑑inlet

)  (2) 

 

This can be expressed compactly as 

 

 𝑍 = 𝑓(𝑋1,𝑋2,𝑋3,𝑋4,𝑋5,𝑋6)   (3) 
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Figure 33. Schematic of silo and clarification of notation used in the regression models. 

 

 

i.e., the dimensionless term Z is described by some function of the dimensionless groups 

X1-X6. Based on extensive testing with different models, the following equation was found to 

describe the relation 

 

 𝑍
𝑋1

= 𝛼1 + 𝛼2𝑋2 +  𝛼3𝑋3 +  𝛼4𝑋4 +  𝛼5𝑋5 +  𝛼6𝑋6  (4) 

 

The dimensionless term on the left-hand side, Z/X1, now expresses the mass fraction of fine 

particles in samples collected from the vicinity of the silo walls (xf,P). Eq. (4) can be expressed 

in vector form as 

 

 𝐘 =  𝐗𝛂     (5) 
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where Y and α are vectors expressing the fines content at the silo wall and the parameters of 

the model, respectively, and X is the matrix that summarizes the numerical values for the se-

lected dimensionless groups in each experiment. The model parameters α=(α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, 

α6)T are estimated by least sum of squares fitting to the experimental data using 

 

 𝛂� =  (𝐗T𝐗)−1(𝐗T𝐘)    (6) 

 

where 𝛂� denotes the estimated parameter vector. 

 

The numerical values for the mass fractions of fine particles at the silo walls that were used 

for parameter estimation (denoted by xf,P,exp) were calculated from the fines contents of sam-

ples collected in the silo centre and at the silo walls (xf,C,s and xf,P,s, respectively, in Figure 33) 

during the experiments by 

 

 𝑥f,P,exp =  𝑥f,mix +  (𝑥f,P,s −  𝑥f,C,s)   (7) 

 

In other words, the difference in the sampled values was added to the fines content of the mix-

ture according to formulation (xf,mix = mf,tot,silo/mtot,silo). This procedure was adopted because in 

some experiments both xf,C,s and xf,P,s exceeded (or fell short of) xf,mix, but the fines content 

was higher (or lower) in the silo centre. In such cases, simply comparing xf,P,s with xf,mix 

would have suggested that fines were accumulated peripherally (centrally) when, in fact, the 

opposite may have occurred. In the experiments, the weight based mean fines contents at dis-

charge were not identical to the fines contents as determined from the raw materials’ size dis-

tributions and mass fractions of the mixtures; both lower and higher mean values were ob-

tained. This indicates fluctuations in the raw material properties and/or particle attrition and 

breakage during mixing. Expressing the experimental values for the fines content at the silo 

wall (xf,P,exp) according to Eq. (7) was therefore considered the best solution. 

 

Results of the filling model are illustrated in Figure 34, which depicts modeled (Ymodel) versus 

experimental (Yexperiment) values and shows that the overall fit for the model is quite good 

(R2 = 0.90). As evident from the figure, there seems to be a reasonable agreement between 

model and experiments in the range Y = 0.25-0.70. The model over-predicts the fines content 

at the silo wall in the lower (Y < 0.25) and upper (Y > 0.70) ends of the range, as indicated by 

the clusters of data points in the lower left and upper right corner, respectively, in Figure 34.  
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Figure 34. Results for the filling model: predicted fines content at silo walls versus experi-
mental values (R2 = 0.90). 
 

 

These data points correspond to experiments where fine particles were accumulated at the 

filling point (low fines content in the mixture and low Y-values) or where no segregation oc-

curred at filling (high fines content in the mixture and high Y-values). Sifting and rolling seg-

regation are the main reasons for the former. For the latter, the model predicted fines contents 

above 100 %, which is infeasible. Some data points originating from experiments with mix-

tures including intermediate amounts of fines (xf,mix = 0.25-0.51) are under-predicted by the 

model (Ymodel = 0.25-0.70, Yexperiment = 0.25-0.90), but these are the result of very strong accu-

mulation of fines at the silo walls. The magnitude of segregation was not always accurately 

captured by the model in these cases, but considerable levels of segregation were still predict-

ed. This can be considered sufficient for practical cases, where information regarding the 

trend is as important as the absolute value. 

 

Table 7 presents the numerical values for the parameters of the filling model (𝛂�). With the 

exception of 𝛼�1 that acts as a bias, all parameters (𝛼�2-𝛼�6) obtain positive values. This was 

ascertained by determining 95 % confidence intervals for each parameter according to proce-

dures given in [66]. The lower limits for the parameters 𝛼�2-𝛼�6 were clearly positive and the 

upper limit for 𝛼�1 was negative. The signs for the parameters 𝛼�2-𝛼�6 suggest that segregation 

increases with an increase in any of the dimensionless groups (X2-X6), which is partly con-

sistent with the findings of other investigators. 
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Table 7. Parameter values and ranges for the dimensionless groups in the filling model. 

Parameter 𝛼�1 𝛼�2 𝛼�3 𝛼�4 𝛼�5 𝛼�6 

Value -0.4018 1.1629 0.0009 0.1503 0.0361 0.0237 

       

Dimensionless group  X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

Range  0.11-0.96 6.7–206.6 0.9–2.3 0.0–3.7 2.6–11.8 

 

 

For free flowing materials, segregation generally increases with increasing particle size ratio 

(d50,c/d50,f) as summarized by Tang and Puri [6]. The current experiments included both free-

flowing and cohesive materials, but the same conclusion can still be drawn here. Mosby [7] 

performed experiments with alumina (fine component) and sand (coarse component) in heap 

segregation testers with minimal free fall distance. He concluded that segregation increased 

with increasing heap length or horizontal dimension of the tester for mixtures with low alumi-

na content (approx. < 10 %-wt). Increasing the heap length in a segregation tester is basically 

equivalent to increasing the ratio between silo diameter and inlet diameter (Dsilo/dinlet). The 

results presented here are therefore consistent with Mosby’s findings for mixtures with low 

fines content. Both Tang and Puri [6] and Drahun and Bridgwater [11] stressed the im-

portance of considering the particle solid density for segregation especially in systems involv-

ing filling with free fall. Experiments included in this work show that segregation is clearly 

aggravated by decreasing the solid density for the fine component to well below that of the 

coarse component (ρs,c/ρs,f > 2) and this is also consistent with the model. The effect of free 

fall distance, in turn, seems to be more case specific [6,11]. Based on results presented in sec-

tion 7, segregation defined as accumulation of fine particles to the silo walls clearly increases 

with increasing free fall distance or increasing hff/Dsilo for many of the materials tested. How-

ever, at very low free fall distances (approx. < 0.5 m) in all silo scales, fine particles were 

quite often concentrated at the filling point because of sifting and rolling. This could also be 

correctly captured by the model in many cases because of the negative 𝛼�1. 

 

The filling model suggests that the fines content at the silo wall (xf,P) increases with increasing 

fines content (𝛼�2>0). While this is true for some mixtures, the effect of this variable is more 

complex and cannot be examined without reference to other material properties. Consider the 

binary mixture M1 with low fines content (xf,mix = 11 %-wt), significant size ratio 

(d50,c/d50,f = 76) and roughly equal solid densities (ρs,c/ρs,f = 0.9) for the constituent fractions. 
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Segregation as a result of sifting and rolling led to accumulation of fines at the heap apex 

(xf,P < xf,mix) regardless of the free fall distance in the small silo. As the fines content for this 

binary mixture was increased to xf,mix = 31 %-wt (mixture M2), no significant segregation 

occurred and a relatively uniform material distribution (xf,P ≈ xf,mix) was obtained in the small 

silo, again nearly regardless of the free fall distance. When the mass fraction of fine particles 

was increased to 51 %-wt (mixture M3), considerable accumulation of fines at the silo walls 

(xf,P > xf,mix) was observed at all levels of silo fill. Results for mixtures M1-M3 are therefore 

consistent with the statement that the fines content at the silo walls increases with increasing 

mass fraction of fines. Data in the interval xf,mix = 32-50 %-wt was not available for this type 

of mixture (sand/cement, d50,c/d50,f = 76 and ρs,c/ρs,f = 0.9), because of the limited number of 

experiments that could be performed with it. However, on the basis of the results for mixtures 

M1-M3 (and especially for M2 and M3), it can be assumed that segregation with accumula-

tion of fine particles to the silo walls starts occurring and is aggravated when the fines content 

is increased within the aforementioned range (xf,mix = 32-50 %-wt). Considering the nature of 

segregation by the embedding, fluidization and air current mechanisms, it would not be sur-

prising to see this type of segregation increasing even further when increasing the fines con-

tent beyond 51 %-wt for mixtures with considerable size ratios (d50,c/d50,f ≥ 76) and particles 

with similar solid density (ρs,c/ρs,f = 0.9-1.1). 

 

However, it is not clear whether side-to-side segregation with accumulation of fines away 

from the filling point would occur at all if the mean particle size of a bulk solid is either de-

creased or increased substantially from that of the mixtures considered above. In fact, for the 

former case Carson [14] reported that fluidization resulted in vertical segregation with accu-

mulation of fine particles in the topmost layers of the powder bed at pneumatic filling of silos. 

He concluded that top-to-bottom segregation most often occurs with mixtures of mean parti-

cle sizes less than about 100 µm, without reference to particle size distribution or particle sol-

id densities. This vertical segregation may also be caused by a continuous filling, where some 

material remains fluidized throughout the filling process. On the other hand, when the mean 

particle size for a bulk solid clearly exceeds that of the mixtures M1-M3, the influence of em-

bedding, fluidization and air-current effects on the material distribution may well be minor in 

comparison to other segregation mechanisms such as percolation, sifting, rolling and trajecto-

ry. 
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The mass fraction of fine particles had practically no effect on the material distribution when 

the particle size ratio for mixtures was significantly reduced to d50,c/d50,f < 9 from the afore-

mentioned value of d50,c/d50,f = 76. In the experiments, a uniform material distribution was 

always observed regardless of the free fall distance for the binary mixture M4 with 

xf,mix = 50 %-wt in the small silo and the commercial product I3 with xf,mix = 96 %-wt in in-

termediate silo B. These two mixtures are also characterized by the absence of significant 

particle solid density differences. Interestingly, the given upper limit for the size ratio far ex-

ceeds reported values for percolation or sifting segregation for which size ratios as low as 2:1 

are claimed to be sufficient [6]. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that in the cur-

rent experiments different mechanisms (embedding, fluidization and air-current effects) were 

mostly responsible for inducing the segregation and also by the rather wide particle size dis-

tributions for the raw materials comprising the mixtures. The wide size distributions lead to an 

overlapping of the particle sizes for the constituent components. Therefore, binary mixtures 

with small particle size ratios yield continuous particle size distributions instead of distinctly 

separate fractions. Moreover, the commercial product I3 has a continuous size distribution 

because several (> 5) raw materials of different size distribution are included. 

 

On the other hand, experiments in the small silo with binary mixtures M5 (xf,mix = 47 %-wt) 

and M6 (xf,mix = 25 %-wt) showed that accumulation of fine particles away from the filling 

point increased with increasing fines content. Both mixtures are characterized by a rather 

small particle size ratio (d50,c/d50,f = 7), but significant particle solid density ratio 

(ρs,c/ρs,f = 2.3). In the experiments, considerably stronger accumulation of fine particles at the 

silo walls was determined for M5. Interestingly, an excess of fine particles was also clearly 

observed at the silo walls for mixture M6, which implies that the critical fines content for the 

occurrence of this type of segregation is also governed by the particle size and solid density 

ratio. 

 

The effect of filling rate was also investigated, but including this as a variable did not improve 

the quality of the filling model. In some cases where the effect of the feeding rate could be 

isolated from the other variables, i.e., in small scale experiments with identical mixture (M8), 

silo parameters and free fall distance, a decreasing trend with increasing filling rate could be 

seen, but in other cases segregation was not significantly affected (see section 7.2). This 

agrees with some previously reported findings for free flowing materials [11], but disagrees 

with the conclusions of other investigators [33,41,42]. In industrial production of construction 
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materials, the feeding rate for product silos is closely associated with other factors, such as 

batch mixing time, plant through-put rate and constraints imposed by other equipment (belt 

conveyors, bucket elevators, etc.). Even in the case that segregation could be reduced by in-

creasing or decreasing the feeding rate, it is not necessarily a straightforward task to alter this 

process variable in industrial settings. 

 

 

8.2. Discharge 

 

The purpose with the discharge model was to predict the mass of segregated powder (msegr) 

withdrawn from the silos at the end of complete discharge. Therefore, a criterion had to be 

defined for determining the point, e.g., the mass of material left in a silo, at which the outflow 

becomes segregated beyond a level that can be accepted. Figure 35 exemplifies the procedure 

used here. The upper and lower acceptance limits for the mass fraction of fines were set at 

± 2 %-wt units from the mean value at discharge (�̅�f,disch) in each experiment. msegr takes a 

positive value when the fines content exceeds the upper limit and a negative value when the 

fines content decreases below the lower limit. Whenever the fines content stays within the 

limits, msegr = 0. A similar procedure is applied in practice when checking the size distribution 

of final products for conformity to specification at construction material producing plants. 

(Fines contents according to size specifications for the products are used instead of the mean 

mass fractions of fine particles at silo discharge.) 

 

The initial set of relevant variables for determining the mass of segregated mixture (msegr) 

obtained at the end of complete silo emptying was defined as 

 

 𝑚segr = 𝑓(𝑚f,tot,silo,𝑚tot,silo,𝑚f,P,𝑚s)   (8) 

 

where mf,tot,silo is the total mass of fines in a full silo, mtot,silo denotes the silo capacity in units 

of mass, mf,P expresses the mass of fine particles in samples collected at the silo walls and ms 

is the sample mass. 
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Figure 35. Procedure used for determining the mass of segregated material (msegr) at the end 
of emptying in the discharge model. Minimum and maximum limits are given by �̅�f,disch ±
0.02. 
 

 

It is rather straightforward to apply dimensional analysis to the formulation in Eq. (8) as only 

variables expressing masses are included. Combining the dimensionless groups resulting from 

substitution of the unit of mass with mtot,silo finally yields 

 

 𝑚segr

𝑚tot,silo
= 𝑓( 𝑥f,P

𝑥f,mix
)    (9) 

 

or simply 

 

 𝑌�  = 𝑓(𝑋�1)     (10) 

 

In other words, the fraction of segregated material withdrawn from the silo at the end of com-

plete discharge is determined by some function of the ratio between the fines content at the 

silo wall (xf,P) and the fines content of the mixture according to the formulation (xf,mix). A 

simple linear model was proposed to describe this relation 

 

 𝑌� = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋�1    (11) 

 

which is expressed more compactly as 𝐘� = 𝐗�𝛃. Numerical values for the parameters 

β=(β0,β1)T were obtained with the method of least sum of squares as given in Eq. (6). 
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The numerical values for xf,P were again determined according to Eq. (7) (and are denoted by 

xf,P,exp). However, only one value can be specified for this variable per experiment in the dis-

charge model. For a given powder mixture and silo, this variable may depend on the free fall 

distance or level of fill in the silo according to results presented in section 7.2, which raises 

the question of how an appropriate value should be chosen. In experiments with funnel flow 

discharge, xf,P,exp was determined by samples collected from the transition point between hop-

per and vertical section, while in experiments with mass flow the results for the last material 

filled into the silo were used. The reason for this choice is the observation that segregation at 

discharge depends on the material distribution at the level of fill from which material dis-

charges last and that no significant further segregation, such as percolation or sieving, occurs 

during emptying. In the small silo experiments where tracer objects were used, the last mate-

rial to discharge could be determined quite accurately. In experiments without tracers, the 

discharge pattern was deduced in a number of different ways including visual observations, 

utilization of color pigments, and comparison of the hopper angle with the critical hopper an-

gle required for mass flow with the material used in the experiment. 

 

Figure 36 illustrates the overall results for the discharge model and indicates that it is in gen-

eral but not in very good agreement with experimental data (R2 = 0.70). The parameter values 

(�̂�0 = −0.275 and �̂�1 = 0.282, signs confirmed with 95 % confidence intervals [66]) suggest 

that only a small portion of the silo’s total capacity (< 1 %-wt or msegr/mtot,silo ≈ 0) will be seg-

regated at the end of complete emptying, when the fines content next to the silo walls equals 

the fines content of the mixture (xf,P/xf,mix = 1) at the level of fill from which material with-

draws last. Accumulation of coarse particles in this region leads to depletion of fines towards 

the end of discharge (msegr < 0). A surplus of fines gives a positive value for msegr and the 

magnitude increases (linearly) with increasing values for the ratio xf,P/xf,mix. The model is ob-

viously affected by the procedure chosen for determining msegr (cf. Figure 35). 

 

A model including the hopper height (hhopper) and the critical height required for mass flow 

(hcr) (calculated from the theory by Jenike [48] and the geometry of the silo in question) as 

independent variables was also tested. Dimensional analysis put forth hcr/hhopper as a dimen-

sionless group, which expresses the closeness of the hopper section to mass flow design 

(hcr/hhopper ≥ 1 indicating mass flow). Even though this model resulted in a small increase in 

the explained variance (R2 = 0.72) and the parameter associated with this variable obtained a 

positive value, the lower limit for the 95 % confidence interval for the parameter was clearly  
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Figure 36. Results for the discharge model, i.e., normalized mass of segregated material with-
drawn at the end of complete silo discharge predicted by the model versus experimental val-
ues (R2 = 0.70). 
 

 

negative. Therefore, it can be concluded that segregation towards the end of complete dis-

charge is mainly determined by the material distribution at the level of fill from which materi-

al discharges last, while the discharge flow pattern (mass flow or funnel flow) has a much 

smaller effect. This finding is interesting since mass flow designs have been reported to cor-

rect for side-to-side segregation induced at silo filling by re-mixing the material at the outlet 

during discharge [6]. The explanation lies with velocity gradients that arise during the later 

stages of complete silo discharge, i.e., after the material surface has descended below 0.5Dsilo-

1.0Dsilo from the transition point between hopper and cylindrical section [32]. While it was 

pointed out that these velocity gradients may cause sifting segregation due to inter-particle 

motion, the majority of particulate solids used in the present experiments do not fulfill the 

requirements of sufficiently large mean particle diameter and free flowing material for the 

occurrence of this segregation mechanism as defined in [13]. Even though the current data set 

contains only two experiments with mass flow discharge of the silo contents (both in the small 

silo), segregation at the end of complete discharge was rather well described by the proposed 

model including only one dimensionless group (xf,P/xf,mix or 𝑋�1 in Eq. (11)). 

 

One implication of the aforementioned finding is that that mass flow silos used for handling 

of particulate solids that are prone to segregate in a side-to-side pattern with accumulation of 

fine particles at the silo walls should be filled as full as possible at the end of the filling pro-

cedure. In such cases, segregation at the end of emptying should be reduced by a mass flow 
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discharge pattern because the material filled into and withdrawn from the silo last will be less 

segregated as a result of a smaller free fall distance. 

 

Even though the discharge model yields results only in general agreement with the experi-

mental data, the effect of the material distribution induced at silo filling on segregation at the 

end of complete silo discharge was demonstrated. The same conclusion was also presented 

qualitatively by Kwade and Ziebell [38], who investigated segregation of a multi-phase plas-

ter (construction material) in a silo with capacity > 100 t. An estimate of segregation at the 

end of silo discharge can, therefore, be obtained with the filling model presented in the previ-

ous subsection together with knowledge of the overall discharge flow pattern. In principle, a 

regression model could have been derived to describe segregation at the end of complete dis-

charge with the dimensionless groups of the filling model, but this appeared impossible in 

practice because of the limited number of experiments, i.e., data points for discharge. Such a 

model is presented in the next section, where segregation data for a construction material 

plant is analyzed. 
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9. Analysis of segregation data for a production plant 

 

The work presented in this section is a summary of Paper VI, where segregation data for sev-

en different commercial products were collected for a period exceeding one year. The goal of 

this investigation was to clarify the differences in the observed magnitude of segregation be-

tween the products and the reasons behind these differences. The data consist of segregated 

masses of products withdrawn at the end of complete discharge from a product silo situated 

upstream of packing (cf. Figure 2). For all products the mass fraction of fine particles increas-

es to levels exceeding the quality requirement limits at the end of complete emptying. Prelim-

inary tests for sifting segregation and fluidization were performed for a subset of the products 

with the aim of predicting the segregation pattern in the product silo a priori and differentiat-

ing between the products’ segregation tendencies. These studies underlined the difficulties in 

translating to industrial practice the results obtained with standard lab-scale segregation test-

ers such as those presented in [7,10,67,68]. Results for experiments with binary powder mix-

tures in the small silo (section 7.1) and experimental results from another construction materi-

al producing plant were utilized in the development of a regression model capable of differen-

tiating between the products’ tendency to segregate. Furthermore, the reasons for considerable 

variations in the magnitude of segregation for each product were elaborated and possible al-

ternatives for retrofitting the silo for reduction of segregation are briefly discussed. It is noted 

that results for sampling campaigns with some of the commercial products (here denoted P1, 

P2, P5 and P7) were presented in section 5.1, where the products were identified differently 

(as L4, L3, L2 and L1, respectively). 

 

Table 8 gives the particle size distributions for the products according to specifications and 

Table 9 summarizes additional material properties. Flow properties for the products were 

measured with a shear cell and the critical hopper angles (θcr) required for mass flow deter-

mined according to [48]. Mean particle sizes for the fractions < 0.125 mm (d50,f) were deter-

mined with laser diffraction after representative samples of the products had passed through a 

0.125 mm sieve. Average particle sizes for the coarse fractions, i.e., particle sizes 

> 0.125 mm, were calculated from the size specifications for the products given in Table 8. 

Apparent particle solid densities for the fine fractions (ρs,f) were determined with a helium-air 

pycnometer (after representative samples had passed through a 0.125 mm sieve). The term 

“apparent solid density” is used here as the fine fractions of the products consist of different 

raw materials and results obtained with the pycnometer therefore represent mean particle solid 
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Table 8. Mass based (%-wt) cumulative particle size distribu-
tions according to specifications for the commercial products 
(P1 = L4, P2 = L3, P5 = L2 and P7 = L1 in section 5). 
Product Size (mm) 

< 0.125 a < 0.25 < 0.5 < 1 < 2 
P1 22 32 53 81 100 
P2 30 43 62 95 100 
P3 42 54 74 96 100 
P4 56 69 91 100  
P5 57 73 95 100  
P6 62 86 95 100  
P7 85 97 100   

a. Mass fraction of fine particles denoted xf,mix. 
 
 
Table 9. Critical hopper angles for mass flow, mean particle sizes, solid densities 
and mass fractions of fibers for the commercial products. 

Product θcr a 

(°) 
d50,f

 

(µm) 
d50,c

 

(µm) 
ρs,f 

(kg/m3) 
xfibers 

(%-wt) 
P1 67 11 643 2821 0.0 
P2 69 14 545 2694 0.0 
P3 69 14 463 2825 0.2 
P4 70 17 352 2676 0.0 
P5 69 18 313 2662 0.4 
P6 - b 16 224 2793 0.0 
P7 71 20 203 2716 0.0 

a. Valid for stainless steel and measured from the horizontal plane. 
b. Not determined. 
 

 

densities. Products P3 and P5 include small amounts of synthetic fibers (see Figure 1). The 

coarser components for all products consist mainly of different sand and limestone size frac-

tions with similar particle solid density (ρs,c ≈ 2800 kg/m3). 

 

A schematic drawing of the product silo is illustrated in Figure 10. On the basis of the deter-

mined values for θcr, the lower part of the hopper section enables mass flow for nearly all 

products, but the hopper angles for the upper hopper section (65° and 58° from the horizontal 

plane) are not steep enough to give mass flow for any of the products. Therefore, expanded 

flow most likely occurred at discharge (cf. Figure 6) meaning that material from the vicinity 

of the silo walls in the upper part of the hopper section and lower parts of the vertical section 
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(stagnant zone) were withdrawn last at complete emptying. Other features related to the oper-

ation of the product silo were elaborated in section 5.1. Moreover, it must be mentioned that, 

during normal production conditions, sample bags are collected at random from the different 

outlets for quality control of the final products. 

 

Figure 11 illustrates results for the sampling campaigns with products P1 (L4), P2 (L3), P5 

(L2) and P7 (L1) that were discussed in section 5.1. In these studies, sacks of final products 

were taken from the middle outlet of the product silo throughout the emptying process. The 

results show that the mass fraction of fine particles was rather stable during most of the dis-

charge and increased to above the quality requirement limits for all products at the end of 

complete silo emptying. As the fines content for the outflow exceeds the upper quality limit 

for a product, the residual silo content (msegr) must be rejected and is later introduced into the 

process as raw material. Data (msegr) was obtained from daily production reports for the plant 

for a period exceeding one year (January 2009 - March 2010) with a minimum of five produc-

tion runs for each product and a total of 110 runs for all products. The sizes of the production 

runs varied in the range 20-370 t. As mentioned above, during normal production conditions, 

sample bags of 25 kg are collected randomly from the different silo outlets for quality control 

of the size composition for the outflow. Samples of 1-2 kg are collected from each bag and 

even smaller masses (100 g) are sieved. No sample splitters are used for reducing the sample 

size. Preliminary analysis of the data revealed some differences in msegr between the products, 

but these were difficult to analyze because of considerable variations in msegr for each product. 

Possible reasons for variations in msegr for each product are discussed next and differences in 

msegr between products are elaborated later. 

 

 

9.1. Reasons for variations 

 

A possible explanation for considerable variations in msegr for each product could be the size 

of the production run. Figure 37 depicts msegr for product P2 for the runs included in the data 

and shows that the variations are clearly not caused by the total amount of material processed 

in the silo, so other explanations must be sought. Variations in the silo input for P2 are elabo-

rated in Figure 38 showing the mass fraction of fine particles for samples collected from the 

belt conveyor situated downstream of the mixer during a period of six months (September 
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Figure 37. Rejected masses (msegr) versus production run size for product P2. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38. Variations for the fines content (mass fraction below 0.125 mm) in the silo input 
for product P2 during a period of six months with minimum and maximum fines content of 
26.6 and 36.1 %-wt, respectively. Mass fraction of fines according to specifications for P2 is 
30 %-wt, i.e., not indicated by the line marked “Center line”. 
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2009 - February 2010). These samples were taken at arbitrary moments and it was not possi-

ble to relate the samples to individual production runs. Nevertheless, the figure illustrates con-

siderable variations in the size distribution for the silo input with a minimum and maximum 

mass fraction below 0.125 mm for the samples of 26.6 and 36.1 %-wt, respectively, during 

the inspected period. Such variations can be caused by varying raw material size distributions, 

segregation in raw material silos, and particle attrition and breakage during mixing, but appar-

ently not by ambient air humidity (normally higher during the fall in the northern hemisphere) 

on the basis of the results. 

 

Figure 12 shows the distribution of fine particles for product P2 (L3) in the product silo as a 

result of filling for the sampling campaign discussed in section 5.1. The material distribution 

was very non-uniform in the horizontal direction and the concentration of fine particles was 

different at opposite sides of the silo walls at the same level of fill. During discharge, the three 

parallel outlets presumably draw material from different regions of the silo cross section. The 

outer bag fillers (outlets) are most likely provided with more material from the vicinity of the 

silo walls whereas the middle outlet includes more material from the silo centre. The non-

uniform initial material distribution and preferential draw from varying cross sectional posi-

tions to the different outlets influence the size composition of sample bags picked (randomly 

from different outlets) for quality control of the final products. 

 

The combined effect of the size distribution for the silo input and sampling at random from 

the different silo outlets is illustrated in Figure 39, where the cumulative undersize of 

0.125 mm during discharge in a separate sampling campaign for product P2 is shown. Quite 

large variations in the mass fraction of fine particles occurred during most of the discharge 

largely because of the sampling procedure and a surplus of fines was withdrawn at the end of 

complete emptying. However, the upper quality limit was not exceeded (msegr = 0) as a result 

of the relatively low overall fines content (27 %-wt on average for all samples collected at 

discharge) for this production run. Comparison with the results for P2 presented in Fig-

ure 11c, with sample collection from the middle outlet only, shows the marked effect of the 

fines content in the input (mean value of 31 %-wt for all samples in this campaign) and the 

sampling strategy. The increase of the fines content towards the end of discharge and, there-

fore, the value obtained for msegr, must be affected by the origin, i.e., center versus outer out-

let, of the last samples. Because of this, it is reasonable to assume that the same value for msegr  
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Figure 39. Result from a sampling campaign for product P2 with collection of samples at ran-
dom from the different silo outlets during the discharging process. Upper quality requirement 
limit for the fines content (mass fraction below 0.125 mm) according to size specifications for 
P2 indicated by dashed line. Fractional mass discharged is elaborated in the caption of Fig-
ure 27 (mtot,exp = 239 t here). 
 

 

would not necessarily be obtained for two different production runs of the same product even 

with identical fines content in the input. 

 

Aside from the sampling strategy, the fact that no sample splitters are used for reducing the 

sample size for sieving analysis may also influence the determined magnitude of msegr. Alt-

hough this will result in some additional inaccuracy, it is believed to have a minor effect in 

comparison with the other sources of error discussed above. The products are also produced 

with different “recipes”, e.g., with small amounts of rejected product used as raw material, but 

no correlation between the recipes used in the production runs and segregation could be seen. 

 

 

9.2. Model of segregation 

 

In section 8 of this thesis, it was shown that segregation at silo filling can be described with 

dimensionless groups consisting of mass fraction of fine particles (xf,mix), particle size ratio 

(d50,c/d50,f), particle solid density ratio (ρs,c/ρs,f), ratio between free fall distance and silo di-

ameter (hff/Dsilo), and ratio between silo diameter and inlet diameter (Dsilo/dinlet). The concen-
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tration of fine particles next to the silo walls was shown to increase with an increase in any of 

the dimensionless groups. Moreover, segregation at silo discharge was shown to be largely 

determined by the material distribution resulting from filling. The last two of the aforemen-

tioned dimensionless groups relate to silo properties and are identical for the current analysis. 

Therefore, a regression model is pursued that describes segregation at silo discharge on the 

basis of the rest of the (material dependent) dimensionless groups. 

 

Based on results presented in section 7.1, the particle solid density ratios for the commercial 

products (ρs,c/ρs,f ≈ 0.99-1.05, cf. Table 9) are rather close to unity and, therefore, the effect of 

this variable on segregation can be neglected here. The particle size distribution is continuous 

for all products and the particle size ratio (d50,c/d50,f) is thus inversely proportional (correlation 

coefficient = -0.94) to the mass fraction of fines (xf,mix). Hence, it should be possible to corre-

late segregation with the fines content for the products. Mean segregated masses (𝑚�segr) ver-

sus mass fraction of fines for the products can be studied in Figure 40, where all production 

runs of the data have been included. Some interesting tentative conclusions can be drawn 

from this figure. Based on 𝑚�segr the products can be organized into three main groups with 

respect to segregation tendency: high (P2), moderate (P1, P3 and P5) and low (P4, P6 and 

P7). 𝑚�segr seems to decrease with increasing xf,mix, or with decreasing width for particle size 

distribution because of the correlation, but P1 segregates less than P2 on average although the 

former product has a wider particle size distribution. 

 

Segregation is also clearly aggravated by the presence of fibers (cf. Table 9, mass fraction of 

fibers denoted xfibers), which is most vividly illustrated by comparing 𝑚�segr for products P4-

P6 in Figure 40. The reasons for this are not entirely clear, but fibers may induce stronger 

segregation at filling because of their elongated shape, low solid density and tendency to form 

networks or large sized pseudo-particles that increases the drag force. On the basis of visual 

observations, for example, during sieving, the smaller particles of the powder mixtures seem 

to be more affected by the presence of fibers and were, in fact, often seen to “follow” the fi-

bers during motion. The presence of fibers in a product also increases the cohesiveness (con-

firmed by shear cell testing) with possible consequences on the flow profile at discharge, e.g., 

steeper drained angles of repose may form at emptying. On the basis of all these qualitative 

findings a regression model for msegr including linear terms for the effect of xf,mix and xfibers 

was tested, but gave very poor agreement with the data (R2 = 0.16). 
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Figure 40. Average rejected product masses (𝑚�segr) for all production runs versus mass frac-
tion of fines (xf,mix) for the commercial products. Error bars depict the standard deviation for a 
minimum of five runs with each product. 
 

 

Results presented in section 7.1 also showed that the fines content observed at the silo walls 

during filling increases with increasing fines content in a certain range (xf,mix ≈ 10-50 %-wt) 

when other material properties, i.e., composition as well as particle size and solid density ra-

tio, are constant. Sifting segregation (surplus of fines at the filling point) in fact occurred for 

the binary mixture M1 with xf,mix = 11 %-wt. The given limits for xf,mix are valid mainly for 

binary mixtures with considerable particle size ratios (d50,c/d50,f = 76) and solid density ratios 

(ρs,c/ρs,f) of 0.9. It is possible that a different value for the upper limit of xf,mix is obtained for 

the powders of interest here, which exhibit continuous size distributions and more homogene-

ous size fractions in terms of solid density. Nevertheless, the particle size distributions and, in 

particular, the mass fractions of fine particles for P1 and P2 suggest that these products fall 

within a range where accumulation of fine particles at the silo walls during filling increases 

with increasing fines content. Data presented in Figure 40 support this statement. 

 

As the fines content increases from that of product P2 (xf,mix = 30 %-wt), segregation (cf. Fig-

ure 40) clearly decreases with increasing fines content as a result of the decreasing particle 

size ratio (d50,c/d50,f). A mathematical expression capable of accounting for these effects, i.e., 

initial increase and subsequent decrease of segregation with increasing fines content, is there-

fore required for a quantitative description of the segregation. Several different functions or 
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frequency distributions (Gaussian, Weibull and Rayleigh) were tested, but a Gaussian distri-

bution for quantifying the effect of fines content gave the best result. The regression model 

was written as 

 

 𝑚segr =  𝛾1 + 𝛾2𝑓(𝑥f,mix) + 𝛾3𝑥�ibers   (12) 

 

where msegr denotes the mass of segregated material withdrawn at the end of complete dis-

charge from the surge silo, xfibers gives the mass fraction of fibers and 

 

 𝑓�𝑥f,mix� = 1
𝛿2√2𝜋

𝑒−
1
2(
𝑥f,mix−𝛿1

𝛿2
)2   (13) 

 

expresses a Gaussian frequency distribution for the fines content (xf,mix) with mean δ1 and 

standard deviation δ2. Estimates for the parameters (𝛾�1-𝛾�3, 𝛿1 and 𝛿2) in Eqs. (12) and (13) 

were obtained by minimizing the sum of square errors between model values (𝑚�segr) and 

production data (msegr) with the simplex algorithm for a range of initial values (starting guess-

es) for δ1 and δ2. Identical estimated parameter values were arrived at from several different 

starting guesses. 

 

Table 10 lists mean segregated masses (𝑚�segr) and modeled values (𝑚�segr) for the products 

together with estimated parameter values. Overall, the model is only in general agreement 

(R2 = 0.49) with the segregation data much as a result of the large variations in msegr for each 

product. However, as evident from Table 10, the model is capable of classifying the products 

according to segregation tendency. 𝑚�segr is accurately modeled for products belonging to 

groups with high (P2) and moderate (P1, P3 and P5) segregation tendency while for products 

with low tendency (P4, P6 and P7) only minor deviations are obtained. The same values for 

𝑚�segr are determined for all products in the last group because a Gaussian distribution was 

used for describing the effect of the fines content. This gives identical values sufficiently far 

away, i.e., a few times the standard deviation 𝛿2=0.06 or 6 %-wt units, from the mean value 

(𝛿1=0.31 or 31 %-wt). 
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Table 10. Production data and results for regression model (𝑚�segr) together with classification 
of products according to segregation tendency. 

Product Number of 
production 

runs 

Production 
run sizes  

(t) 

msegr
a 

(t) 
𝑚�segrb 

(t) 
Segregation 

tendency 

P1 36 63-300 3.01 ± 0.89 3.01 Moderate 
P2 30 30-372 4.62 ± 1.23 4.62 High 
P3 7 24-75 3.13 ± 0.53 3.13 Moderate 
P4 11 51-90 2.23 ± 0.76 2.22 Low 
P5 5 21-123 3.09 ± 0.25 3.09 Moderate 
P6 11 45-90 2.19 ± 0.74 2.22 Low 
P7 10 48-186 2.25 ± 1.03 2.22 Low 

a. Mean ± standard deviation. 
b. With estimated parameter values 𝛾�1 = 2.22 t, 𝛾�2 = 0.37 t, 𝛾�3 = 220 t, �̂�1 = 0.31 and �̂�2 = 0.06. 
 

 

9.3. Possible remedies 

 

Segregation in the product silo should be reduced by designing the hopper section for mass 

flow [38]. Even though it was stated in section 7.3 that mass flow does not entirely correct for 

horizontal segregation observed in the deposited powder bed at silo filling, a mass flow design 

would reduce the free fall distance, and therefore also the magnitude of the induced horizontal 

segregation in light of results presented in section 7.2, for the portions of the silo content that 

are discharged last. By designing the product silo to give mass flow, the free fall distance at 

filling for the material that discharges last from the silo will generally be smaller compared to 

the present situation. Material initially depositing to the silo walls in the upper part of the 

hopper section and lower regions of the vertical section, i.e., the portions of the silo content 

that currently are withdrawn last, falls for a considerable distance. A letdown chute could also 

be installed to reduce segregation at filling even further [47]. Mass flow could bear the addi-

tional advantage of eliminating the need for using the fluidization plates and the hammer. The 

presence of significant velocity gradients towards the end of complete discharge from mass 

flow silos was shown in section 7.3 and also by other investigators [9,32]. Because of this, 

segregation may not be reduced to satisfactory levels in situations with significant side-to-side 

segregation at the levels of fill that withdraw last. An insert that reduces these velocity gradi-

ents [9,50-53] could be installed in case a mass flow hopper and letdown chute would not 

suppress segregation to acceptable levels. 
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The sampling procedure applied during normal production conditions is not fully appropriate, 

but it is not a straightforward task to decide on improvements because standardized proce-

dures do not exist. Still, it is clear that sample splitters should be used for reducing the sample 

sizes. Moreover, it would be advantageous to know the origin of samples, i.e., which of the 

three parallel silo outlets a specific sample was collected from, because the outermost outlets 

most likely produce material with higher amounts of fines compared to the middle outlet. This 

could be checked by collecting samples simultaneously from all three outlets, which resem-

bles sampling across the entire discharge stream and is the preferred way of sampling a flow-

ing particulate solid. However, employing such a sampling strategy for quality control pur-

poses increases the work load considerably. Keeping in mind that the main problem caused by 

segregation is an increase of the fines content at the end of discharge, samples should prefera-

bly be collected from the outlet that produces the finest material. This would give an upper 

limit for the mass fraction of fine particles in the silo output and, therefore, more reliable in-

formation regarding correspondence with size specifications. 

 

It is likely that size variations for the raw materials are mainly caused by two reasons: size 

variations in the plant input and segregation in the raw material silos. The former may be the 

result of natural size variations for minerals or is caused by particle attrition and breakage 

during transport to the plant for example by pneumatic conveying. This can be difficult to 

avoid even though, for example, sand and limestone are sieved to separate size fractions. The 

occurrence and magnitude of segregation in raw material silos should be investigated in the 

future. Some particle breakage and attrition presumably also occurs during mixing and the 

magnitude of this should also be clarified. Furthermore, timely information regarding the size 

distribution of the products after the mixer would be advantageous. This would give an indi-

cation of possible segregation at the end of complete emptying of product silos, because these 

two features are correlated, i.e., low fines content after the mixer gives less or no segregation, 

according to results (cf. Figure 39) presented in this section. Measurement of the size distribu-

tion after mixing need not necessarily be performed on-line, but this information should be 

available in time before the end of each production run. 
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10. Mathematical modeling of particulate systems 

 

In the literature, different numerical methods have been used for describing the behavior of 

particulate systems. The advantage of mathematical modeling (compared to experimental 

work) is the ease of performing simulations once a working model has been established and 

the information that can be obtained. Experimental work is often time consuming and some 

features that can be studied computationally are difficult or impossible to measure experimen-

tally. Drawbacks related to simulations of particulate systems include the definition of materi-

al properties and some numerical methods also present high computational requirements 

(memory and calculation time). In addition, the models are based on a number of assump-

tions, some of which may be crucial for the validity of the findings. The behavior of particu-

late systems has been modeled with the finite element method [69], the void model by Bazant 

[70], cellular automata [71], continuum methods [72], and the discrete element method [26-

31,44-46,73-76]. In some of these investigations, segregation during silo discharge has also 

been studied. This section presents a short discussion on mathematical modeling of particulate 

systems segregation with emphasis on the discrete element method (DEM). In particular, re-

sults for preliminary DEM studies on segregation at bunker filling performed at the University 

of Birmingham as part of a co-operation with Åbo Akademi University are briefly presented. 

 

DEM is a numerical method that was first reported by Cundall and Strack [73]. The advantage 

of DEM is that the particulate phase is not described as continuum but all particles are consid-

ered separately. Furthermore, the phase is described explicitly with parameters that at least in 

some cases, i.e., for larger sized particles, can be determined experimentally. Aside from silo 

discharge, this method also enables realistic simulations of silo filling when combined with 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD). This makes it possible to investigate the interdepend-

ence between particulate and fluid phase. The drawbacks of DEM are heavy computational 

requirements because the translational and angular motion of each particle must be calculated 

and the fact that it may be difficult to determine accurately material properties for very small 

sized particles. 

 

Some preliminary DEM/CFD simulations of particle segregation at filling of a small sized 

bunker were performed during the course of this thesis work. The simulations were performed 

by Dr. Y. Guo under the supervision of Dr. C.-Y. Wu at the University of Birmingham in the 

UK [77]. In the simulations, a small bunker with dimensions width = 16 mm (x-direction), 
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height = 10 mm or 20 mm (y) and thickness/depth = 2 mm (z) was considered and the material 

distribution resulting from filling through a tube of width = 4 mm was studied. Periodic 

boundaries were employed in the z-direction meaning that particles passing one of the geome-

try boundaries in this direction were introduced at the opposite boundary with identical char-

acteristics such as particle velocity. Spherical particles were used and calculations were per-

formed with binary particle assemblies resembling mixtures M5 and M6 in the small silo ex-

periments (cf. section 7.1). Coarse particles of diameter 760 μm and solid density 2762 kg/m3 

as well as fine particles of diameter 168 μm and density 1210 kg/m3 were used giving a parti-

cle size ratio (coarse/fine) of approximately 4.5 and solid density ratio (coarse/fine) of approx. 

2.3 for the mixture. Segregation was studied for mixtures with low (25 %-wt) and high (50 %-

wt) mass fraction of fine particles and simulations were performed in the presence of air and 

in vacuum. In the presence of air, a two-way coupling between the particle and fluid phase 

was employed, i.e., the motion of the particle phase influences the air flow and vice versa. 

The bunker top was open, so air could flow freely upward. Some simulations were also per-

formed with a closed bunker top, but this leads to air flowing upward through the particle 

packing in the filling tube and results in vertical segregation before all particles exit from the 

filling tube. The horizontal material distribution in the bunker at the end of each simulation 

was determined by considering the masses of fine particles in vertical segments over the 

width of the bunker. 

 

The series of images in Figure 41 shows the movement of the particles at different stages of 

bunker filling for a simulation with low fines content in the mixture and bunker height 20 mm 

in the presence of air. This simulation included a total of 15816 particles with 221 coarse ones 

and took about two weeks to finish on a modern high speed desktop computer. In the simula-

tion, a homogeneous particle assembly was generated in the filling tube, but an excess of fine 

particles can clearly be seen in peripheral areas of the filling stream soon after the particles 

enter into the bunker (cf. top middle and rightmost images in Figure 41). As the particles de-

scend and reach the bunker bottom, all particles are directed peripherally and then upwards 

along the silo walls (cf. lower leftmost image in Figure 41). Finally, a particle bed with a V-

shaped surface is obtained with the material distribution presented in Figure 42, where results 

for a similar simulation in vacuum are also illustrated. On the basis of results presented in this 

figure, it is clear that the presence of a gaseous phase has a significant influence on segrega-

tion. Fine particles are accumulated at the filling point in vacuum whereas an excess of fine 

particles is obtained at the bunker walls in the presence of air. 
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Figure 41. Illustration of particles at different stages during DEM/CFD simulation (in the 
presence of air) with bunker height 20 mm and mass fraction of fine particles 25 %-wt (taken 
from [77] with permission). 
 

 
Figure 42. Distribution of fine particles at the end of the simulation illustrated in Figure 41 (in 
air) and a similar computation in vacuum (taken from [77] with permission). 
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The filling process for all simulations was somewhat different compared to the silo experi-

ments. In the simulations, all particles enter the bunker relatively quickly without enough time 

for the development of a heap with the surface shaped as an inverted V. Nevertheless, the 

obtained distribution of fine particles (cf. Figure 42, in air) is similar to what was observed in 

the small silo experiment with mixture M6 despite the fact that the geometry was considerable 

reduced for the simulation. The finding that an excess of small particles was observed in the 

peripheral areas of the filling stream during particle descent in the upper and middle parts of 

the bunker could be explained by collisions with other (larger) particles. Compared to coarser 

particles, smaller particles can more easily change their flow direction upon collisions with 

other particles. However, it must be remembered that mixture M6 is free flowing and, there-

fore, it is not known to what extent the same phenomena would occur in experiments with 

cohesive mixtures. Results for the physical silo tests with sampling horizontally midway be-

tween the silo centre and the silo walls at filling indicated that the fine particle concentration 

in this point was often lower than at the heap apex (cf. Figure 12 and Figure 14). It may be 

speculated that if the smaller sized particles behaved similarly during free fall in the experi-

ments as in the simulation, this could explain the observed horizontal material distribution to 

some extent. Small particles located in the peripheral regions of the filling stream may be 

thrown outwards upon impact with the deposited heap of material in the silo and reach the silo 

walls, where a considerable excess of fine particles was often found. Sampling positions lo-

cated midway between the silo centre and the silo walls are depleted in fine particles because 

the small particles obtain a high horizontal velocity component upon impact with the heap. 

These particles are thrown upwards when reaching the silo walls and finally come to rest in 

this position. This was, in fact, observed for experiments in the small silo where a vertical 

section made of Perspex was used. 

 

Figure 43 illustrates a simulation with low fines content in the mixture and a bunker height of 

10 mm in the presence of air. In this simulation, the particles were charged in two batches 

with the figure showing the situation before filling of the second batch and at the end of the 

simulation. The horizontal distribution of fine particles included in the second batch is pre-

sented in Figure 44. The fines content next to the left bunker wall (‘x/W’ = -0.5) is approx. 

30.5 %-wt, which is clearly higher than the results presented in Figure 42 (in air) despite the 

taller bunker used in the latter simulation. This suggests that the distribution of fine particles 

is influenced by the surface shape of the deposited powder bed. Similar findings were report-

ed in section 7.2 for one experiment in the small silo where discharge and filling occurred  
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Figure 43. Illustration of simulation with bunker height 10 mm and mass fraction of fine par-
ticles 25 %-wt with filling of particles in two batches (filling of the second batch is shown) 
(taken from [77] with permission). 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 44. Distribution of fine particles for the second filling batch in the simulation shown in 
Figure 43 (taken from [77] with permission). 
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Figure 45. Illustration of particles and air velocity field at two different stages during a simu-
lation with bunker height 20 mm and mass fraction of fine particles 50 %-wt (taken from [77] 
with permission). 
 

 

intermittently. In this experiment, the deposited powder bed obtained a V-shaped surface after 

the withdrawal of a portion of the silo contents. 

 

Figure 45 presents results for a simulation with high fines content in the mixture and bunker 

height 20 mm in the presence of air. In this figure, the air velocity fields corresponding to two 

different stages during the computation are shown. As expected, circulating air currents are 

generated by the falling particulate phase. The left pair of images shows that air flow is di-

rected downwards in the central part of the bunker, towards peripheral areas along the surface 

of the forming heap and upwards along the bunker walls. This illustrates how air current seg-

regation works: fine particles are carried by the air flow towards the walls of the bunker and 

settle in this position because of the radical change in the flow direction. 

 

The results of the simulations presented in this section must be considered with some caution. 

Repeated runs should be performed in order to ascertain that the results are reproducible and 

not caused by stochastic processes. Nevertheless, the strength of numerical studies has been 

clearly shown; the generated information could not be obtained experimentally. Even though 

the geometry in the simulations was considerably reduced from the silo experiments, a com-

parison of the results (simulations versus experiments) showed some interesting similarities. 

Moreover, information was generated that deepens the understanding of some of the processes 

that potentially occur and of the results obtained in the physical silo tests. 
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11. Suggestions for further work 

 

On the basis of the findings presented in this thesis, the following features deserve to be ad-

dressed in the future: 

 

• The extent to which mass flow corrects for horizontal segregation in 

large sized silos with small sized outlets 

• Optimal solutions for inserts placed in the lower parts of a silo for reduc-

ing velocity gradients with lower levels of silo fill in mass flow dis-

charge and/or for converting funnel flow silos to mass flow 

• Optimal designs for letdown chutes and inserts located in the top parts of 

the silo for reducing horizontal segregation (with accumulation of fine 

particles to the silo walls) induced at silo filling 

• Optimal location and operation of fluidization plates (installed in the 

hopper section) for achieving/maintaining flow through small sized silo 

outlets and for converting funnel flow to mass flow 

• Magnitude of segregation in raw material silos for assessing the need for 

mass flow designs 

• Magnitude of particle breakage/attrition during mixing for determining 

optimal batch mixing time with respect to segregation 

• More detailed studies on the effects of the free fall distance and silo di-

ameter on segregation for clarifying optimal silo dimensions (with re-

spect to segregation) 

• Effects of pneumatic transport on segregation at silo filling 

• Possibilities for reducing segregation through agglomeration of fine par-

ticles for example by the addition of small amounts of liquids (already 

performed for producing dust free products) or by compres-

sion/compaction 
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12. Conclusions 

 

The main conclusions of this thesis work include: 

 

• Identification of the most critical processing unit with respect to segrega-

tion for industrial production of dry mineral-based construction materials 

• Clarification of the effects of silo scale on segregation of commercial 

construction materials 

• Identification of relevant segregation mechanisms (embedding, fluidiza-

tion and air current) for construction materials handled in silos 

• Quantification of the effects of material properties, process parameters 

and silo dimensions on horizontal segregation induced at silo filling 

• Segregation at silo discharge mainly determined by the material distribu-

tion obtained as a result of filling 

• Horizontal segregation (induced during silo filling) not entirely corrected 

for at silo outlet by mass flow discharge flow pattern 

• Limited possibilities of using local fluidization in the hopper section for 

converting funnel flow silos to mass flow 

• Segregation not always reduced by increased cohesiveness for a bulk 

solid 

 

Product silos located upstream of packing were identified as the most critical processing 

unit(s) with respect to segregation for industrial production of construction materials. Reduc-

ing the silo scale from 70 m3 to 0.5 m3 reduced the magnitude of segregation, but the same 

segregation behavior was still observed. Furthermore, segregation of commercial construction 

materials when handled in large sized silos can be studied with two- and three-component 

powder mixtures in much smaller scale. Embedding, fluidization and air current segregation 

were identified as the most relevant segregation mechanisms for segregation of construction 

materials in silos. These occur at filling of silos with free fall and result in accumulation of 

fine particles away from the filling point, i.e., at the silo walls when the silo is centrally filled.  
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The magnitude of horizontal segregation at silo filling, with accumulation of fine particles 

away from the filling point, was shown to increase with increasing 

 

• mass fraction of fine particles 

• particle size ratio (coarse/fine) 

• particle solid density ratio (coarse/fine) 

• ratio for free fall distance and silo diameter 

• ratio for silo diameter and inlet diameter 

 

On the basis of results obtained in this thesis work the feeding rate has practically no effect on 

segregation at silo filling, at least for the range of feeding rates tested and usually encountered 

in industrial operations. However, in extreme cases such as at feeding rates close to zero this 

may not apply anymore. 

 

Segregation of commercial construction products at silo discharge manifests itself as an in-

crease of the mass fraction of fine particles at the end of complete silo emptying. Segregation 

at the end of emptying is largely determined by the initial horizontal material distribution at 

the levels of fill that withdraw last. Funnel flow discharge gives severe segregation at the end 

of silo emptying, because fines-rich material from the vicinity of the silo walls in the upper 

parts of the hopper section and lower parts of the vertical section discharges last. Mass flow 

does not entirely correct for horizontal segregation induced at filling by re-mixing material 

from different radial segments at the silo outlet, because significant velocity gradients occur 

in the powder mixture during the last stages of emptying. The discharging velocity is greater 

above the silo outlet than in more peripheral regions when the silo fill level drops below 0.5-

1.0 times the silo diameter from above the transition from hopper to vertical section. Howev-

er, mass flow should reduce segregation at complete emptying because the free fall distance 

for the portions of the silo contents that discharge last is usually smaller than in funnel flow 

silos with identical vertical section. 

 

This thesis work also shows that using local fluidization induced by fluidization plates in the 

hopper section gives limited possibilities for converting funnel flow to mass flow. However, 

local fluidization may be needed for achieving and maintaining flow through small sized out-

lets. Furthermore, even though it is often reported that segregation can be reduced by increas-
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ing the cohesiveness for bulk solids, this work shows that segregation may in fact be aggra-

vated by this. The former has been shown by other investigators for systems involving segre-

gation of free flowing particulate solids as a result of sifting and rolling, whereas the latter 

seems to be true when segregation occurs partly - or mainly - because of embedding and flu-

idization. The cohesiveness of a particulate solid refers to the magnitude of inter-particle forc-

es and it may be increased by adding small amounts of liquids to or increasing the concentra-

tion of fine cohesive components in the particulate solid. Air current segregation also affects 

the flow and the ultimate distribution of commercial construction products at silo filling by 

depositing fine particles away from the filling point, but it is not obvious from the work pre-

sented here whether this segregation mechanism is aggravated by increased cohesiveness for 

the bulk solid. 

 

The possibilities to reduce segregation through production planning seem limited. This is be-

cause many products are nearly always produced at the same plant and a vast majority of the 

product silos must be completely emptied at changes in the production sequence. Segregation 

can be reduced or eliminated by keeping the fill level high in silos dedicated to specific prod-

ucts. However, this may result in degradation of product quality with time in cases of funnel 

flow and clear procedures must exist for controlling the level of fill. 
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Notation 

 

d10 10 % particle size on the cumulative distribution curve, [mm] 

d50 50 % particle size on the cumulative distribution curve, i.e., 

 the mean particle size, [mm] 

d90 90 % particle size on the cumulative distribution curve, [mm] 

dcut-off the cut-off size between fine and coarse fraction, [mm] 

dinlet filling hopper outlet (or silo inlet) diameter, [mm or m] 

doutlet silo outlet diameter, [mm or m] 

Dsilo silo diameter, [mm or m] 

Hcylinder height of silo’s cylindrical (vertical) section, [mm] 

hff free fall distance, [m] 

hcr minimum hopper height required for mass flow, [m] 

hhopper hopper height, [m] 

mi mass of powder mixture withdrawn from silo at exit of tracer i or collection of 

 sample i, [kg or ton] 

mtot,exp total mass of powder mixture used in experiment or size of production run, 

 [kg or ton] 

mbatch mass of filling batch, [kg] 

ṁin filling rate, [kg/s] 

ṁout discharge rate, [kg/s] 

mf,tot,silo mass of fines (according to formulation) with full silo, [kg] 

mf,P mass of fines in sample collected at silo wall, [kg] 

ms mass of sample, [kg] 

msegr mass of segregated mixture withdrawn from silo at the end of complete 

 discharge, [kg or ton] 

mtot,silo silo capacity (mixture dependent), [kg] 

xmoisture moisture content, [-] 

xf,P,s fines content at silo wall (sampled), [-] 

xf,C,s fines content in silo centre (sampled), [-] 

xf,mix fines content of powder mixture according to formulation, [-] 

xf,disch fines content at discharge, [-] 

xf,P fines content at silo wall (model), [-] 

xf,P,exp corrected value for fines content at silo wall in experiments, [-] 
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xfibers mass fraction of fibers, [-] 

 

Y, 𝑌�  dependent variable (with tilde in discharge model), [-] 

X1-X6 dimensionless groups in filling model, [-] 

𝑋�1 dimensionless group in discharge model, [-] 

 

Greek letters 

Δ< 0.125 mm difference in the mass fraction less than 0.125 mm between samples collected 

 at silo walls and in silo centre, [%-wt units] 

α parameters in the filling model, [-] 

β parameters in the discharge model, [-] 

γ1-γ3 parameters in the regression model, [ton] 

δ1, δ2 parameters in the regression model, [-] or [%-wt] / [%-wt units] 

θhopper hopper angle from the horizontal plane, [°] 

θcr critical hopper angle (measured from the horizontal plane) for mass flow, [°] 

ρs particle solid density, [kg/m3] 

 

Index 

f fine fraction 

c coarse fraction 

 

A hat above a symbol denotes a quantity estimated by linear least sum of squares. A bar 

above a symbol expresses the arithmetic mean value for a quantity. 
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